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FOREWORD

Creating A Career is an instructional.program in vocational
guidance, developed for use in adult basic education and retraining
programs. As a curriculum-based program, it was designed to
provide activities for young adults in the areas of self-assessment,
learning about the world of work, making personal career plans,
and developing job search skills.

This Student's Book contains exercises and various forms
which studiiiEirilTinn as part of their class activities.
The book is accompanied by an Instructor's Manual and various
other multi-media materials produced and selected for the program.

The Creating a Career program was developed by Glen Tippett,
Janes Williams and Nail Waite. Appreciation is due the Prince
Albert Regional Community College for allowing the Training
Research and Development Station to make a trial use of the
program in two classes in November and December, 1973.
Sharon Curniski, Paulette Olexyn, Sandra Berezowski and
Ruth Rohovich typed many drafts and contributed to planning the
format. Staff of the Audio-Visual Technology Unit, Robert Barkman
and Stanley Reid, under the direction of Ross Ingroville and
assisted by Walter Burt and Larry Zadvorny, made the film, designed
the book covers, and did the art work for the cartoons, the numerous
forms and the overhead projectuals.

The Training Research and Development Station was established
in 1972 to develop new methods of counselling and training adults.

Vernon Mullen, Chief
Adult Development Division
Training Research and
Development Station

May, 1974
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UAIT 1 : IDENTIFYING ROLES

In this unit, you will do three things. First, you will have a

chance to get to know the other members of your class. Second, you will

look at your roles and see if your behaviour helps or hinders these

roles. Third, you will learn something about the whole course.

Exercise 1. Relating Behaviour to Roles

Each person plays a number of roles in his everyday life. In each

role a person is involved with different people in different ways. For

example, a man in the role of a husband has relationships and behaviours

which he uses in that role alone. Da(erent behaviour is required in the

same man's role as a father. Each person can learn about himself by look-

ing at the roles in his )fte and by examining them to see what he does in

each and how each role affects the others. Closely related to the roles

are the behaviours which support or help eaci one.

If you stop to think about it, you are really several people. You

might be a father or mother, husband or wife, community worker, party man,

foreman, son or daughter or neighbour. Each of these "people you are" is

a role that you play at different times with different people.

Your instructor will help you to find out "the people you are" with

an exercise called, "Ten Persons I Am". Then your instructor will help

you find the most important role in your life. When you have completed

these discussions with the instructor and class, write your "Ten Persons

I Am" on the form Relating Behaviours to Roles which follows. Write your

ten roles in order, with the most important first and the least important

last.

Exercise 2. Relating Behaviours to Roles

The roles you wrote in Exercise I probably give you a pretty good

idea of "who you are". What about the things you do? Here you can look

in two main ways at the things you do:

1. How de you spend yoArur time?

2. How do you spend your money?
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Your instructor will help you to list ten ways in which you spend
your time and money and to rank them, not by their importance, but by
how much time or money you spent on them during the last month. The
reason you are doing this is to find out whether the things you do help
or hinder you in your roles.

Choose from the lis. l the ways you spend your time which help
each of your roles. Write the number only of each way you spend time inthe second column of the form Relating Behaviours to Roles, opposite arole which it helps.

Do the same for the ways you spend your money. Write the number ofthe way you spend money beside a role which you think is helped by that
way of spending money.

You might find that you spend time and money in ways which don'thelp any of your roles. If this happens, put the numbers of these
opposite "Supports No Roles".

Now study the whole form. Are your most important roles wellsupported by the ways you spend your time and money? Do you spend a lotof time and money on roles which you do not consider to be important inyour life?

Do you want to change your lists after you have thought about themand discussed them? If so, do that now and write your roles, or what youdo, in a new order on the second form on page 6.

Exercise 3. Overview of Creating a Career

You have started this course with a study of ?ourself and how youact in relation to the different roles you play in 'life. During thecourse, you will learn more about your ot':' u.AI the world of work. Youwill also learn certain skills and information than will help you tochoose an occupation and get a job that will satisfy you.

You will be able to improve your listening and questioning skills
and practise them in role-plays with fellow students. These skills willhelp you to find information about jobs and to make a good impression injob interviews.
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You will learn a way of making decisions that you can use for setting

personal goals - family goals, social goals, and occupational goals. In

order to find the occupation that suits you best, your interest and apti-

tudes will be tested. Then you will be able to examine a wide range of

occupations for which you are qualified or can be trained. You will also

learn about job expectations: the things that you can expect from a job,

and the things that an employer will expect from you.

In the last part of the course, you will be able to improve your job

search skills. You will learn how to find out what jobs are available,

how to fill in job application forms and write letters of application and
resumes, and you will practise interviews for specific jobs that you are

interested in.

During the course your instructor will use a short film, audiotapes,

overhead projectuals, the Ex lorin Occu ations Kit and other materials

to give you the required in orma ion. ere will be lots of opportunity

for discussion, and you will do exercises in your own Student's Book. At

the end of the course you will be able to keep the booriii7iTiFeike to
help you in the future.

You can also study the content chart of Creating A Career on page 7.

:line topics are listed in tne right hand column.' Each topic has from one

to four units; the titles of the units are listed in the first four

columns.
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U N a T 1 : LISTENING TECHNIQUES

Exercise 1. Why We Listen

Listening is an important skill at all times. Listening allows us

to be entertained, to take directions, to prevent injury and to get new

information from someone who is speaking. Listening skills are of two

main kinds. The first of these can be called the "Attending Behaviours".

These are the skills of paying attentior to what is being said to us. The

other skills are those whial we use to help understand what is said.

Here are some reasons which show the importance of listening in our

lives:

1. We Listen to Hear - This is the sense of hearing in the ear. We

listen so that this sense and mechanism can work.

2. We Listen to Understand - Communication means that a message is sent

and received. The message is not received until it is understood.

3. We Listen to Learn - Information received by listening becomes a

part of what we know.

4. We Listen to Evaluate - Not all we hear is of equal importance.

gireiTriffiiTi5i6iiort out the important information from the less

important.

We Listen to Apply - We get directions by listening. Often as a

result of listening we do something.

Attending Behaviours

You can use attending behaviours to help another person speak more

easily to you. Using them will let him know that you are listening and

that you understand what he is saying. Attending behaviours can also

help you pay better attention to a person who is speaking to you. Then

you can understand him better.

Let's look first at the attending behaviours which you can use to

help otners:

1. Using Eye Contact - This is looking directly at the other person when

he is speaking. Eye contact means observing.the speaker's facial ex-

pressions, gestures and the expression of his eyes without staring or

making him feel uneasy. It also involves breaking eye contact in a

natural way while still paying attention.
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Verbal Following - This means saying things to the speaker whichshow that you are following him, that you understand or that youwant him to repeat something. This can be done by actually repeat-ing the person's words back to him or by using phrases like, "I
understand', "Of course", "No, of course not", "Yes", and others.

3. Bod Followin - This means using your body posture and gestures toshow at you are paying attention and that you understand. Simplynodding as a speaker speaks is a common body-following behaviour.Other examples are frowning, smiling, shaking your head, and facinghim while he is speaking.

Responsible Reflection - This means using your following skills tocommunicate your true thoughts and feelings, not indicating under-standing when you don't understand or 'yes' when you mean 'no'.

5. Relaxed Appearance - By being relaxed, you will help the speakerrelax, and better communication will take place. A person who isfidgeting, smoothing hair, removing and replacing glasses, chewingpencils and doing other similar actions does not help a speaker torelax.

Now let's look at the attending behaviours which help you to listenand understand. These are the behaviours which will help you to get themost out of communication.

1. Eye Contact - Yes, this can help you, too. You can improve yourlistening by using proper eye contact. A person's eyes and facialexpressions tell a lot.

Bod Gestures - Observing the speaker's gestures gives you manyints a out is message. The use of his hands for emphasis, hisfrequency of smiling or frowning and other gestures have meaning.

3. Delv1n9 Judgement - This means letting the speaker finish what hehas to say. Sometimes we want to answer quickly or interrupt. Oftenthis is bad manners, but more importantly, by not waiting for thewhole message, you may never get it all. Let the speaker finish,think about what he has said, and then respond.

You will be watching
Listening,Techni,ques, a film of some employment

interviews in which these attending behaviours are used. Watch for them.Your instructor and the class can discuss these behaviours after you seethe film.
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Some Don'ts and Do's of Listening

Don'ts

Don't decide in advance what other people will say, anticipating

that their message will be interesting, dull, or a waste of time.

2. Don't pretend attention.

Don't yield to disturbances. There are often things that will

distract your attention while you are trying to listen.

4. Don't do paper and pencil listening, trying to take down too many

notes, with more interest in note taking then in listening. When it

is necessary to take notes, make them brief.

5. don't have emotional deafness. Certain loaded words can so affect

our feelings that we no longer listen, or we are side-tracked.

6. Don't block out what you don't want to hear. Most of us remember

what we want to hear much better than what we don't want to hear.

7. Don't listen for facts only. Facts and spoken statements might only

be a part of the entire message. Try to listen "between the lines",

too.

Do's

1. Do stop talking.

2. Do make sure you can hear the speaker.

3. Do face the speaker so you can see him as well as hear him, so that

you can take advantage of visual communication as well as oral com-

munication.

4. Do listen for the speaker's main ideas and consider his point of

view.

5. Do allow for the speaker's feelings. Try to put yourself in his

place.

6. Do be aware of your own feelings and your own prejudices.

a. Be fair with the speaker, and do not read into his words your

prejudices.

b. Do not decide before the speaker starts what he is going to

say.
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7. Do hear him out. You are not obligated to agree with the speaker,
but you should allow him to complete his thought.

Do ask questions. If you have the opportunity, clarify any mis-
understandings or possible misunderstandings by asking questions.
Carefully selected questions can keep the conversation going
smoothly.

9. Even if you disagree, do try to understand him. Clarify in yourmind his argument and your argument on the point of disagreement.

10. When you respond to what a speaker says, comment on the good points
he has made before you state any disagreements or criticisms.

411
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U d I T 2 : LISTENING PRACTICE

Exercise 1. Listening Practice Answer Sheet

As the instructor plays the audiotapes, listen carefully to what is

being said. After the tone the tape will be stopped and a projectual with

questions about the information you heard will be shown to you. Answer the

questions in the following blanks or circle the right answer.

SPEECH #1

1.

2.

SPEECH #2

1.

2.

3.

SPEECH #3

1.

2.

3.

4.

SPEECH #4

SPEECH #5

1. right / left

2. one / two / three

3. right / left

4. one / two / three

1.

2. Mr. White / Mr. Pike / Mr. Peters / Mr. Peterson

3. Miss Evans / Miss Adamson / Miss Adams / Miss Anderson
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SPEECH #6

1.

2.

SPEECH #7

1.

2.

3.

4.

SPEECH #8

1. Expos / Cardinals Dodgers / ;lets / Phillies

2.

3.

4.

SPEECH #9

1. large / small

2.

SPEECH #10

1.

2.

pipalle.1.1.1...1.1nrwm001.......

3.

4.

SPEECH #11

1.

2. permanent frost / permafrost / deep frost

3.

4.
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SPEECH #12

1.

2. -
SPEECH #13

1.

2.

3. a.

b. years / months

SPEECH #14

1.

2.

3.

4.

SPEECH #15

SPEECH #16

SPEECH #17

2.

3.

4.

1. herd / family

2.

3. a. and b.

1. left / right

2. left / right

3. left / right



SPEECH #18

SPEECH #19

d.

3.

4.

SPEECH #20

18

a.

b.

a.

b.

c.

5. a. under water / above water

b. at night / in the daytime
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U 3 I T .11 : QUESTIONIM TECHNIQUES

Exercise 1.. Enurammed Exercises

Like listening, questioning is an important skill in communication.

People who can ask the right questions at the right time can get accurate

information quickly. There are some.-types of questions which are common-

ly used. These, are questions which begin with who, what, when, where,

ity and how.' If you can learn to use them correctly, your skills of
getting TriTormation will be greatly improved.

To learn to use these different types of questions, three programmed

exercises follow. A programmed exercise is one where you read a short
section, answer a question, check your answer and then proceed to new

information. Each step is made short and quite easy so that you can
nearly always get tne right answer, if you read carefully. If you can't

get the answer, don't look ahead to see what it is. Go back a few

questions and review and then try again.

These three programmed exercises are:

1. Using "Who" and "What questions - Page

2. Using "When" and "Where" questions Page

3. Using "How" did "Why" questions Page

Work through these exercises at your own speed. If you have

trouble, ask your instructor. In the sections following these exercises

you will have a chance to practice questioning in role-play situations.
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PROGRAMMED MACK USING IINATH AND "WHO" QUESTIONS

When you have completed this program you will be able to identify

and use questions which seek information that answers what and who

type questions.

FRAME 1

1. Questions seeking information about a thing or en event are

called what questions.

2. Questions asking for the name of a waLnr, persons or organization

are called who questions.

3. Identify the following as whAt, or who questions by inserting a

check mark (V) under what or who:

a. Name of person

b. An event

c. Name of organization

d. Names of people

e. Thing that happened

PLEASE LOOK AT THE NEXT PAGE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS FOR FRAME 1.



Correct responses:

FRAME 1
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WHAT - b and e
WHO - a, c and d

FRAME 2

1. Questions seeking information on what or who do not necessarily
have the words what or who in them. For example, "What education
do you have?" and, "Po you have Grade 10?" are both what questions
because they seek information about a thing or event:` Th the
same way the following are both who questions: "Who went with you?"
and, "What is his name?" becauseTWey are seeking the name of a
person.

Identify the following as what or who questions:

WHAT WHO

a. What is your age?

b. Are you over 40? L.1
c. Who is he? E=
d. Which agency did you phone? 1-1
e. Did you visit a doctor?

FT1
f. What is his name?

g. What did he advise?

FRAME 3

t

1. Information-seeking questions may deal with the past, the present,
or the future:

a. Questions seeking information about a thing or an event
are called what questions.

b. Questions seeking the name of a person, persons, or organization
are called who questions.
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Identify the following as what or who questions:

WHAT

a. How much did it cost?

b. What is your monthly payment?

c. What store did you buy it from?

d. Will they repossess it?

e. Who else do you plan to see?

WHO

PLEASE LOOK AT THE NEXT PAGE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS FOR FRAMES

2 AND 3.
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Correct responses:

FRAME 2 WHAT - a, b, e and g
WHO - c, d and f

FRAME 3 WHAT - a, b and d
WHO - c and e

FRAME 4

.

Many information-seeking questions are of neither the what nor whotype. For this program we will identify these as other types.Questions seeking information about how, why, when or here willbe other types.

2. Identify the following as what, who or other types:

a. An event which happened.

b. When did the event happen?

c. Who did it happen to?

d. Where did it happen?

e. Who is he?

f. Did he say anything?

g. Why did he do it?

FRAME 5

WHAT WHO OTHER

..11...11.111.rann.

r"-- I 1

I _j

= F-1 L1= ,

1

ET

1. Identify the following information-seeking questions:

WHAT WHO OTHER

Ia. What happened?

b. Who did you fight with?

c. When was the fight?
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d. Did he see a doctor?

e. What is his name?

f. When do you go to court?

g. What is the charge?

h. Which legal firm is
representing him?

WHAT WHO OTHER

I I

1

PLEASE LOOK AT THE NEXT PAGE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS FOR FRAMES 4
AND 5.
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FRAME 4

FRAME 5

28

WHAT - a and f
WHO - c and e
OTHER - b, d and g

WHAT - a, d and g
WHO - b, e and h
OTHER - c and f

If you have any questions about this program, please check with
your instructor. When you are satisfied that you can recognize what
and who questions, you are ready to ask questions in Unit 2 role-
playTrig- situations with a fellow student.
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PROGRAMMED EXERCISE : USING "WHEN" AND "WHERE" QUESTIONS

When you have completed this program you will be able to identify
questions which seek information or clarification, of the following

types:

a. When questions.

b. Where questions.

c. Other questions which are neither when nor where.

FRAME 1

1. When questions seek information about a time or occasion.

2. Where questions seek information about a place or position.

3. Identify the following as when or where questions by inserting

a check mark () under when or where.

a. The place it happened.

b. The time it happened.

c. The occasion.

d. The position.

WHEN

ri

WHERE

1.

PLEASE LOOK AT THE NEXT PAGE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS FOR FRAME 1.
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FRAME 1
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WHEN - b and c

WHERE - a and d

FRAME 2

1. When or where information-seeking questions do not necessarily have
the words when or where in them. For example, "When did the accident
happen?" and "At what time did the accident happen?", are both when
questions because they are seeking information about a time or
occasion. In the same way, the following are all where questions:
"Where did the accident happen?"; "On what street did the accident
happen?" and, "What was the exact location?" because they are seeking
a place or position.

2. Identify the following as when or where questions:

WHEN WHERE

a. Where did you go?

b. What cities did you visit?

c. On what occasion did this happen?

d. When did you return?

e. At what time in the evening did
it happen?

Li
I 1

1 1

I -1

FRAME 3

Information-seeking questions may deal with the past, the present
or the future, as shown:

a. when (time or occasion) something happened, happens, or
will happen.

b. where (place or position) something happened, happens, or
will happen.
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2. Identify the following as when or where questions:

WHEN WHERE

a. What was the address?

b. At what time do you start work?

c. Where are you going?

d. What will your address be next
March?

e. On what date did you buy the TV?

f. When are you going to see the
doctor?

f 1

1 1

r
1

I I

I I

t

ri

I

PLEASE LOOK AT THE NEXT PAGE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS FOR FRAMES 2
AND 3.
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Correct responses:

FRAME 2 WHEN - c, d and e
WHERE - a and b

FRAME 3 WHEN - b, e and f
WHERE - a, c and d

FRAME 4

1. Many information-seeking questions are of neither the when nor
where types. For this program we will identify these as other
types. Questions seeking information about what, who, how or
wh will be shown as other types.

2. Identify the following as when, where or other typos:

WHEN WHERE OTHER

ED ED ED

=1 ED

LiE:]

I1 ED
ED 1 ED

a. What happened?

b. Who saw it happen?

c. Where were you?

d. How does it work?

e. What is the address?

f. Why do you have to go there?

g. When do you go?

h. At what time is the appointment?

I 1 1

1

Li

FRAME 5

1. Identify the following information-seeking questions:

WHEN WHERE OTHER

r--]a. Did he give a reason?
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What was his reason?

c. Where do you go next?

d. Why are you going there?

e. Who told you that?

f. How did you get the loan?

g. When will you be old enough?

h. What happened?

i. What do you have to do to get
on an electrician's course?

j. What is the address?

k. When do you go?

1. At what time did it happen?

m. Did he tell you when to go?

WHEN WHERE OTHER

rJ

ED El
ED ED ED

Li
ED I=

I, I

I I

I I

Li

I

I

ni

PLEASE LOOK AT THE NEXT PAGE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS FOR FRAMES 4

AND 5.
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FRAME 4

FRAME 5
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WHEN - g and h
WHERE - c and e
OTHER - a, b, d and f

WHEN - g, k and 1
WHERE - c and j
OTHER - a, b, d, e, f, h, i and m

If you have any questions about this program please check with your
instructor. When you are satisfied that you can recognize when and where
questions, you are ready to ask questions in Unit 2 role-pliy-TW4 sitaiTOns
with a fellow student.
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PROGRAMMED EXERCISE : USING "HOW" AND "WHY" QUESTIONS,

When you have completed this program, you will be able to

identify questions which seek information or clarification, of

the following types:

1. how questions.

2. Wny questions.

3. Jther questions whicn are neither how or why.

FRAME 1

1. How questions seek information about the manner or way.

2. Why questions seek information about the purpose or reason.

3. Identify the following as how or questions by inserting

a check mark (Ive) under how or why.

a. The .reason

b. The manner

C. The way

The purpose

HOW WHY

E
O

PLEASE LOOK AT THE NEXT PAGE TO ChECK YOUR ANSWERS FOR FRAME 1.
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Correct responses:

FRAME 1 HOW - b and c
WHY - a and d

-.......nealewlp144.

FRAME 2

1. The following may help you to understand the difference between
how and why:questions:

a. How do you make a flame with a match? You could answer
5,37laying that you have to rub (or strike) the match
against a rough surface. In other words, you have stated
the way (how) a match will make a flame.

w4y does a match burst into flame when it is rubbed against
a rough surface? You could answer by saying that it takes
heat, fuel and oxygen to create fire. When the match head
(fuel) is rubbed (causing heat) in the air (oxygen), it will
burst into flame. This explains the reason (why) a match
will make a flame.

2. Identify the following as how or why questions:

HOW WHY

I= ED

1-1
CD =I

a. Why did you build a house?

b. How was it built?

c. Why are you taking this course?

d. How is this course operated?

e. How did he behave?

f. Why did he behave that way?

FRAME 3

1. How or why information-seeking questions do not necessarily have
Wiwords how or wry in them. For example, "How do you get home
from work?", and "In what way do you get home from work?", are
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both how questions because they are seeking information about a

manner or way. In the same way the following are both why. questions,

"Why did the accident happen?", and "What was the reason for the

accident?" because they are seeking information about a reason or

purpose.

2. Identify the following as how or du:questions:

HOW

a. How are you going to get the money? El

b. In what way will you obtain the
necessary credit? El CZ!

c. How are you? ED CD

d. What was the reason for the fight? ED El
e. Why did they argue? E3 El

WHY

PLEASE LOOK AT THE NEXT PAGE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS FOR FRAMES 2

AND 3.
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FRAME 2

FRAME 3
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HOW b, d and e
WHY - a, c and f

HOW - a, b maid c
WHY - d and e

FRAME 4

1. Information-seeking questions may deal with the past, the present
or the future, as shown:

a. How (in what manner or way) something happened, happens,
or will happen.

b. Why (purpose or reason) something happened, happens, or
ICELUIVTE.

2. Identify the following as how or why questions:

HOW WHY

a. In what way did it happen?

b. For what reason do you plan
to do that?

c. How does your boss behave to
you?

d. In what way did your fellow
workers treat you?

J. What was the reason for their
behaviour?

What do you have to do to get
on a trades course?

9, What is your purpose in taking
a trades course?
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FRAME 5

1. Many information seeking questions are of neither the how nor ult.'',

types. For this program we will identify these as other types.

Questions seeking information about what, who, when, or where

will be considered other types.

2. Identify the following as how, tsbr or other types:

a. What happened?

b. Who saw it?

c. how did it happen?

d. Why did he do that?

e. When did he do that?

f. In what way does it work?

g. What's your reason for being
late?

h. Old he give any reason for
his action?

i. What was the reason?

PLEASE LAX AT THE NEXT PAGE TO ChECK YOUR ANSWERS FOR FRAMES 4

AN0 5.
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Correct responses:

FRAME 4 HOW - a, c, d and f
WHY - b, e, and g

FRAME 5 HOW - c and f
WhY d g and i
OTHER - a, b, e and h

FRAME 6

1. The word "how" sometimes appears in what questions. For example,
the questions "What was the price?",lig "How much did it cost ? ",
are both what questions. Remember that a how question is trying
to get infition about the manner or way.

2. Identify the following as how, t4hy.or other questions:

HOW WHY OTHER

ED ED
L 1U

=1 =I I=

a. How many peogle were at the party?

b. How did it happen?

c. How do you get there?

d. How far is it?

I 1

FRAME 7

Identify the following information-seeking questions:

HOW WHY OTHER

a. Why are you mad at Bill? .

b. What did he do? ED
c. Did he give a reason?

d. What reason did he give? ED 1---1 IJ
e. Have you discussed this with

anyone else?
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f. What was your reason for talking
with her?

g. Where does she work?

h. How do you get there? L 1 I=
i. Why should I go there?

j. In what manner are they involved
in this problem?

HOW WHY OTHER

I

PLEASE LOOK AT THE NEXT PAGE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWERS FOR FRAMES 6

AND 7.

1
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Correct responses:

FRAME 6 HOW - b and c
OTHER - a and d

FRAME 7 HOW - h and j

WHY - a, d, f and i
OTHER - b, c, e and g

If you have any questions about this program, please check with your
instructor. When you are satisfied that you can recognize how and why
questions, you are ready to ask questions in Unit 2 situa-
tions with a fellow student.
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Exercise 2. Question/Answer Check List A

Listen to the audiotape questionJAnswer Model No. 1. It will help

you to ask good questions. The tape wrfll tell you whin to fill in Check

List A in the box below.

a. Bill offers proof that others can't hear Helen.

Bill cannot hear words said in a low voice.

c. He has difficulty understanding other people, too.

d. The problem is affecting Bill's work.

e. The problem 'Is affecting Bill's family relationship.

f. Bill has not had his hearing checked.

g. Bill doesn't believe his hearing is impaired.

Scoring: (Circle)

Very Good

4 - 5 Good

3 Fair

1 - 2 Poor
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Exercise 3. 'Question /Answer Check List B

Listen to the tape Question/Answer Model No. 2. Pay attention to thequestions and answers. I e ape e you w en to fill in Check ListB in the fdlowing box and when to fill in the Questioning Skills Recordat the bottom of the page.

a. The Sutherlands are kind and pleasant.

b . The office is comfortable.

The office equipment is good.

There is a little overtime required, but only a couple of
hours at the end of each monn.

Ann considered the salary fair.

There was a great variety of work.

Ann's reason for leaving wasn't anything that would be a
disadvantage to Mary - in fact, the opposite.

The previous girl left for personal reasons which had
nothing to do with the Job.

Scoring: Circle) 7 - 8 Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Questioning Skills Record

Rating of Questioner in Model #2 Vey
-'

Goord
Good Fair Poor

Did questions bring out the 'who' and 'what'
answers?

Did questions bring out the 'when' and 'where'
answers?

Did questions bring out the 'why' and 'how'
answers?

Were the questions related to the situation?

Did the questioner show good listening skills by
following up on leads?

Did the questioner use good attending behaviours?
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UNIT 2: QUESTIONING PRACTICE

Exercise 1. Model Role Play

A good way to practise questioning skills is to ask questions to find

specific information that you need. In this unit, you will be practising

these skills in 12 role-play situations and in a post-test role-play. In

the 12 role-plays, you will work with another person, who takes turns with

you in asking and answering questions about given situations. In some of

the role-plays, you may also act as an observer to help to evaluate the

skills of the questioner.

So that you can get a better idea of how the role plays will work,

your instructor and one student will first model a complete role-play.

The instructor will act as the res onder; he is the person who knows about

the situation and who answers t e quest ons. One student will act as the

questioner. This studiRWiits information about the situation. After

e ng given a general outline of the event or situation, he begins ques-

tioning to learn more about it.

Here i* the situation:

A father and a son are talking. The instructor plays the

role of the son who has just had an accident with the family

car. The student plays the role of the father and is question-

ing the son about the accident.

As you listen to the instructor and student do the role-play, keep a

record of the information received on .._______Lier.9_____IeckListCestioNAnss.

After the role-play is finished, the instructor and students together

will evaluate the questioner's performance. You can then fill in the

Questioning Skills Record which follows Check List C in this exercise.

Question/Answer Check List C

ED a. Location where accident occurred.

b. Present location of your car.

C:-...]
c. Time of accident.

ED d. Eldon's opinion on cause of accident.

ELI e. Other driver's statement on cause of accident.

Weather conditions.

Visual conditions.

Speed of your car at time of accident.

Fact that car skidded when brakes applied.

No one hurt in your car.
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E3
[2]
E3
Ei
ED

k. No one hurt in other car.

1. No one else hurt.

m. No passengers in your car.

n. No passengers in other car.

o. No evidence of drinking.

=
ED
ED
[23

El

P. Description of damage to your car.

q. Description of damage to other car.

r. Name of policeman who investigated accident.

s. Fact that a witness saw the accident.

t. Name and address of witness.

Ej
=I
El
ED
CD

u. Name and address of other driver.

v. Licence plate number of other car.

w. Description of other car.

x. Fact that police were called.

y. *Accident not reported to insurance company.

Scoring: (Circle) 20 - 25 Very Good 8 - 13

14 19 Good 0 - 7

Fair

Poor

Questioning Skills Record

Rating of Questioner in Model Role Play
Good
Ver
Good Good Poor

Did questions bring out the 'who' and 'what
answers?

Did questions bring out the 'when' and 'where'
answers?

Did questions bring out the 'why' and 'how'
answers?

Were questions related to the situation?

Did the questioner show good listening skills
by following up on leads?

Did the questioner use good attending
behaviours?
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Exercise 2, Role-Pla* 1 - 4

Practise role-plays 1 - 2 with another student. Take the part of

the questioner in one role-play and the part of the responder in the

other. Change partners for role-plays 3 - 4. Your instructor will give

you the fact sheets and check lists that you will need. In each case,

the responder will fill in the check list. The responder should also

help the questioner to evaluate his questioning skills on the Questioning

Skills Records which follow on the next pages.

Exercise 3. Role -Plajs 5 -

Do this exercise in the same way as Exercise 2.

Exercise 4. Role-Plays 9 - 12

Do this exercise in the same way as Exercise 2 and 3, except that

four students will work together. Two will act as observers while the

other two are acting as questioner and responder. Change roles after

eadh role-play.

Exercise 5. Post-Test Role-Play

Your instructor will explain what needs to done in this role-play.
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QUESTIONING SKILLS RECORD

Each time you act as questioner in a role play, get your partner to helpyou evaluate your questioning skills.

TRIAL #1 ROLE PLAY #
Very
Good Good Fair Poor

Did questions bring out the 'who' and 'what'
answers?
Did quest ons bring out the en and
'where' answers?
Did questions-bring out the 'why' and 'howr
answers?
were quest ons related to t e s tuation?
Did the questioner show good listening
ski followin. u. on leads?
Did the quest oner use good atten. ng
behaviours?

TRIAL #2 ROLE PLAY #
Very
Good Good 1 Fair Poor

Did questions bring out the 'who' and 'what'
answers?
D questions r ng out t e w en an'
'where' answers?

111111
I questions .r ng out t e w y an. how
answers?

111111
ere +uestions re ated to the tuation
Did the quest oner s ow goo. istening
skills b followin u on leads?

111111Di. t e quest oner use goo atten ng
behaviours?

TRIAL #3 ROLE PLAY #
Very
Good Good Fair Poor

Did questions bring out the 'who' and 'what'
answers?

1-5---""----6-"---ingot'ittlidquestimsr7the when'
'where' answers?

-..1

Did questions bring out ihe why' and h
answers?

7WPF717gtiaiiirelated to the situation?
id t e ques oner s ow goo sten ng

skills
iltii1112t41112112_2n_19.2.4.13

Did the questioner use good attiWgi-------------"-----------------
behaviours?
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TRIAL #4 ROLE PLAY #

Very
Good Good Fair Poor

Did questions bring out the 'who' and 'what'

answers?
Ii. questions ring out e w en an

'where' answers?
Did questions bring out the 'why' and how

answers?
Were questions re ate to t e s tuation?

Did fhe questioner show good listening

skills b following us on leads?

t e questioner use goo atten ng

behaviours?

TRIAL #5 ROLE PLAY #

Very
Good Good Fair Poor

Did questions bring out the 'who' and 'what'

answers?
Did questions bring out the when" and

'where' answers?

1111111111111111

111111111111

D quest ons sring out t e w y any ow

answers?
Were questions re ate' to t e situation
Did the questioner show goodlistening
skills b followins us on leads?

D the quest oner use goo attending
behaviours?

TRIAL #6 ROLE PLAY #

Very
Good Good Fair Poor

Did questions bring out the 'who' and 'what'

answers?

Ill

_,_____,
quest ons sr ng out t e w en an

'where' answers?
Did questions bring out the 'whyl-and 'how'

answers?
ere suest ons re ate to e si uat on Iliiii

Did the quest oner s ow good listening

skills b followins us on leads?

III 1111111Di t e quest oner use goo at en ng

behaviours?
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UNIT 1 : ANALYSING ROLES

Exercise 1. Ten Persons I Want To Be

This exercise follows closely after "Ten Persons I Am", but you will

project these roles into the future. Again your instructor will assist

you in the exercise; however, this time he will not necessarily model the

exercise for you. Record these ten roles on the form, Relating Hly Be-

haviours To My Future, which follows.

When you have identified these ten roles, return to the list you

made in Topic I of "Ten Ways I Spend My Time" and "Ten Ways I Spend My

Money". Make sure that you have them listed in order, with the largest

at No. I. Write the rank order number of each in the correct space fol-

lowing each role or roles that they support as you did in Topic I on the

form Relating Behaviours to Roles. If certain behaviours support no

roles, write tfsem at the bottom fn the last space.

If you wonder why you are using the same list of behaviours as in

Topic I, you are doing so because you must start with the behaviours

that you have now in any organized attempt to reach a future role.

Exercise 2. Role Analysis

1. In this exercise you will further examine the "Ten Persons I Want

To Be." Your instructor will discuss roles and role groupings with

the class. Then you will sort your ten roles into three groups:
Family Roles, Social Roles and Occupational Roles, and write them

on the form Role Groupings. Your instructor will also help you to

state a general role which will describe each whole group.

The next step is to write your main family role at the top of the

form Family Role Analysis #1. Look at the list of ways you spend

time and money (from Topic I) and ask about each one, "Will this

help or hinder the achievement of my main family role?" Then write

the ways you spend your time and money in the correct column under

"Things I Do Which Will Help Me Achieve This Role" or under "Things

I Do Which Will Not Help Me Achieve This Role." You can list also

some other behaviours in each column which might help you or hinder

you.
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RELATING MY BEHAVIOURS TO MY FUTURE

TEN PERSONS
I WANT TO BE

WAYS I SPEND MY TIME
WHICH SUPPORT EACH ROLE

WAYS I SPEND MY MCNEY
WHICH SUPPORT EACH ROLE

i.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

aillIllIIIIIIII8.

O.

Su arts no roles
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Does this analysis give you any ideas about what you can and

should do right now to help you achieve the role? You migETWant

to change some of your behaviours or learn new ones. If so, you

can fill in the space at the bottom of the form after the words,

"What I should do right now to help me achieve this role."

3. Write your main social role at the top of the form Social Role An-

al sis #1. In the same way as in Step 2, list the ways you spend

t me and money and any other behaviours in the two columns on the

form. At the bottom make a summary statement of what you should

do right now to help you to achieve the role stated at the top.

4. On the form Famil Role Anal sis #2 write your main family role at

the top as you on t the rst form. Now think of the behaviours

and conditions that you can change, and the things you cannot

change. List them in the correct columns. At the bottom Wai a

summary statement of what you should do right now to make changes

that may help you to achieve the family role you have stated at

the top.

5. Fill in the form Social Role Analysis #2 in the same way.
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ROLE GROUPINGS

MAIN FAMILY ROLE

SOCIAL ROLES

OCCUPATIONAL ROLES

I WOULD LIKE MY FAMILY

ROLE TO BE

MAIN SOCIAL ROLE

I WOULD LIKE MY SOCIAL

ROLE TO BE

MAIN OCCUPATIONAL ROLE

I WOULD LIKE MY ROLE

TO BE
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FAMILY ROLE ANALYSIS #1

THINGS I DO WHICH WILL
HELP ME ACHIEVE THIS ROLE

THINGS I DO WHICH WILL
NOT HELP ME ACHIEVE THIS ROLE

.........

WHAT SHOULD DO RIGHT NOW TO HELP ME ACHIEVE THIS ROLE:
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SOCIAL ROLE ANALYSIS #1

iniama A LP., vinAlwil 11166

HELP ME ACHIEVE THIS ROLE
tnirma A WV nnAn WALA.

NOT HELP ME ACHIEVE THIS ROLE

'00

4611104PIMPOEMIMIN

WHAT I SHOULD DO RI1HT NOW TO HELP ME ACHIEVE THIS ROLE:
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FAMILY ROLE ANALYSIS #2

THINGS I CAN
CHANGE

THINGS I CANNOT
CHANGE

WHAT I SHOULD DO RIGHT NOW:
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SOCIAL ROLE ANALYSIS #2

THINGS I CAN
CHANGE

THINGS I CANNOT
CHANGE

WHAT I SHOULD DO RIGHT NOW:
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Exercise 3. Projecting Roles

In looking at future family and social roles, a person has to think
of when his period of family responsibilities will be greatest and
whether his earnings will be enough to meet his responsibilities.

In this exercise you will look at graphs which show the patterns
of increasing family responsibilities and earnings during the working
life of an average person. In terms of years, both graphs cover the
same range from about age 20 to age 65, but they can vary greatly in the
amount of money they represent. In other words, the expenses for a per-
son raising one child will rise for the same number of years as for a
person raising five Children, and then start to drop. Obviously, for
the parent with more children, the cost will be much greater at the peak.

The same thing is true of an individual who gets a regular job that
may pay low wages. He will advance for approximately the same number of
years as the man who has a high paying job, but he won't earn so much
money. In this exercise we are not considering dollars and cents, but
only general trends of costs and incomes.

It is possible, therefore, for a person to calculate in advance when
he will have periods of high responsibility and high earnings. By
starting at the date of his marriage and the date of entering an occu-
pation, he can look ahead and estimate when his income will be strained
to meet his responsibilities, and when he should have an easier finan-
cial time.

FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES

The key point for calculating family responsibilities is the birth
of the first child. As this child grows older and as other children
come into the family, the cost increases; the peak of financial responsi-
bility is reached when that first child leaves high school or when he
is about eighteen years old. As the first child becomes partially or
fully independent, family responsibilities begin to slack off.

On the other hand, if the first child continues his education or
is dependent for some other reason, the peak of responsibility will be
extended beyond his eighteenth year.
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EARNINGS

20 ze 30 Ss 40 45 sn 55 60

In a similar manner you can calculate the general line of your life-
time earnings by first determining the starting point on your graph,
which is the age when you began permanent employment. Most jobs are
calculated so that an employee gets regular raises for the first fifteen
years of employment. Then there is a period when the raises come, but
they are not as regular and not as large as they formerly were. This
levelling period continues until retirement. In some cases sickness
resulting in absence from work will cause the earning power to drop in
the later productive years. At retirement, the wage falls sharply to
about one-half of the highest years.

As your instructor explains applications of these trends, ask for
his help on any points you are not sure of. The four following examples
show how different starting points affect the overall financial pattern
of a person's life. Notice that the heavy vertical line represents the
highest point of family responsibilities, while the thin vertical line
represents the highest point of earning power. Notice that if the in-
dividual's earnings begin at age twenty, and his first child is born at
age twenty-six, both his peaks of earning and family responsibilities
are achieved at about the same time.

65
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Example I:

In this example, the individual married young and he reached the peak

of his family responsibilities at about age 42. However, he did not reach

the peak ofhis earnings until seven years later at age 49. He did not

have the greatest amount of money available when he needed it.

Eerty monies
FAMILY RESPCINSSILMES

Example 2:

In this example, the person married at 28 and probably had his first

child at about 30, so that his family responsibility peaked at age 48.

However, he spent several extra years in college, so that his earnings did

not reach a peak until he was 56.

Earnings cisloyed by whication

FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES
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Example 3:

In this example, the individual married at about 30 and his family
responsibilities reached the highest point at about age 50. He is seasonally
employed or changes jobs frequently, so that his pattern of earnings does not
rise according to the standard curve. He therefore finds that his earnings
at age 50 are low, and he has a hard time to meet his responsibilities.

FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES

EARNINGS

Seasonally employed of employment Ms
mletroPled WO* pattern

SOCHIAllaAt p implore., or the ikffloorrip
MN.* SOD, 47.110 04,4 does nor awl

tfP *YMCA' oo,or oevo.,roor.

40 ea '1(

Example 4:

In this example, the individual marries late and his peak of family
responsibility is at the age of about 56. He started his work at an
occupation fairly early in life so that he reaches his highest earnings
at about age 48. His earnings are beginning to decline by the time he
reaches the point of greatest responsibility.

FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES
Malmo and family delayed

Manage at age 38
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Exercise 4. Roles As Goals

In Topic I you listed your ten main roles in the exercise on Ten
Persons I Am. Again in this topic you have stated some future roles
In the exercise Ten Persons I Want To Be, and you have analyzed them.
Plans for future roles can be called a1s. For the remainder of the
course, roles may be called goals. Yiurinstructor will discuss the
idea of goals with you in this exercise.

#



UNIT 2 : SETTING CRITERIA

Exercise
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0

Decision-Making

In this exercise your instructor will present you a method of making
decision in five steps. Then you can practise using the steps in the
example situation, Choosing an Apartment to Rent. Here are the five
steps:

1. Clarify the Decic..ni Situation

A decision situation exists when a person has to make a choice
from a set of alternatives. This statement suggests that altern-

eavecot possible and that one of them will be
the best for the individual faced with the choice. It also sug-
gests a time frame in which choice points can be identified in a
certain order of importance. For example, in career planning a
person obviously has a choice of particular jobs. A person would
also have several alternatives in making plans for education and
special training. These involve different decisions and decisions
made at different times.

Career planning, then, is not simply one choice of an occupa-
tion, but rather a series of decisions, made at critical points and
affected by a situation at the time of each. In this context
"clarifying the decision situation" means that a decision situation
must be understood in terms of three things:

* its point in the career plan;
* how critical the decision is;
* how it is related to the next critical decision point.

Questions that you could ask yourself for clarifying the de-
cision situation might be:

a. What decisio:Ii) must be made now and which can be delayed?

b. What information, or assistance from people or organizations,
do I need to help me make this decision?

c. What in general terms will the alternatives be? For example,
in making a choice of a training program, the alternatives
must be within the total set of possible training programs.
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2. Set Criteria

This step focuses on the identification and examination of the
constraints which will put broaBi'specific conditions on thrae-
cision. Criteria can be stated in terms like: "The choice must
be ..."; "The choice should be ..."; "I would like to ...".

Criteria are used in two ways. First, if taken singly, and
without reference to any other criteria, they can stimulate the
identification of a broad set of alternatives. Second, they can be
used to evaluate alternatives as constraints on the choice; that
is, one criterion can be applied to the alternative generated by
another. This leads to the identification of a sub-set of altern-
atives which meet both criteria.

Questions that you could ask yourself for setting criteria in
the context of a job choice might be:

a. Would I move to another city or region?

b. What general levels of salary or wages would be acceptable?

The answers to these questions, and others like them, will
aid in seeking alternatives, as well as evaluating them when a de-
cision must be made.

3. Identify

The criteria can provide the stimulus to generate alternatives.
The intention is to produce a universe of possible choices. This

is best done by choosing a single criterion and using it as a
stimulus. For example, in a decision related to choosing a school
or college in which to take a course, the universe of alternatives
would be all institutions which offer the type of training.

Exploration of the alternatives identified provides the student
with as much information on each alternative as possible.

For example, in choosing a school to take a course, a person
might produce this list:
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Criterion #1
Alternatives

I want to take a clerk-typist course. School A
School B
School C
School D
School E

Criterion #2
----- --- --
Alternatives

want to live at home while taking the course. School P
School F

In the exploration, further facts would be gathered and re-
corded for each alternative.

Evaluate Alternatives and Decide

In this step the criteria are applied to each of the altern-
atives to identify those alternatives that best reet the criteria
as a whole. The evaluation may produce several alternatives, or
a single one, which will be the 'best' choice (or choices) for theindividual. In the evaluation, certain criteria may have to begiven priority because of the advantages of some alternatives overothers. To follow the example from Step 3, if living at home is
a high priority, the person would have to choose School A; School
F offers no clerk-typist course. On the other hand, to gain some
benefit based on another criterion, the person may decide that he
would have to live away from home.

5. Plan to In0eent te Decision

The final step in the strategy is to make plans to implement
the decision. The suggested technique here is to identify all therequired tasks, to order them in time, and finally to carry them out.

In the example of the clerk-typist course in Steps 3 and 4,
after the person has made his choice, these are some of the tasks
which might be required:

a. make application;
b get money for fees, living expenses, etc.;
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c. arrange for accommodation (if relocation is necessary);

d. get transcripts of school records;

e. get medical examination;
f. get necessary books, materials, etc.

These tasks would then be arranged in order and carried out
to ensure that entry to the course would be achieved.

ChoosiupIAn444rrtilttkiltrit.

The Situation

You are living in a furnished apartment and have just decided to
purchase your own furniture, except for a kitchen stove and a refriger-

ator. You are now looking for an unfurnished apartment to be avail-
able one month from now.

The Steps

1. Clarify the Decision Situation

Your decision situation will be to decide which of the avail-

able apartments best meets your needs.

Set Criteria

You have listed the following conditions as a means of identi-

fying possible choices:

a. The most you can pay, not including utilities, is $175.00 per

month.

b. The location should be within easy walking distance of a bus
route or your place of work.

c. The apartment must have a stove and a refrigerator.

d. The apartment should have one bedroom.

ore Alternatives

You have used newspaper advertisements and telephone calls to

get the following information. Use each of the criteria in turn to

find possible choices ;f apartments.



Criterion #1: The most you can pay, not including utilities,
is $175.00 per month.

Alternatives Remarks

1. Central Apts. $160.00
2. Palace Place $175.00
?. 325 Maple Street $110.00 (includes utilities)
4. Mr. Adams $155.00
5. Hilltop Apts. $170.00

Criterion #2: The location should be within easy walking dis-
tance of bus or work.

Alternatives Remarks

4

1.
.. _.

Queen Elizabeth Court on bus route, 1 mi. from work
2. 1550 - 23rd Street 6 blocks from bus and work
3. 270 Westview Crescent 3 blocks from bus, 5 mi. from work
4. Hilltop Apts. 1 block from bus, 1/2 mi. to work
5. Central Apts. 3 blocks from work

Criterion #3: The apartment must have a stove and a refrigerator.

Alternatives Remarks

All apartments have a
stove ,;.id a refriger-

ator except Pineview
Lodge

Criterion #4: The apartment should have one bedroom.

Alternatives Remarks

Many listed. All those
from Criterion #1, 2
and 3 are one bedroom
except Queen Elizabeth
Court.

,
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4. Evaluate Alternatives and Decide

a. All apartments seen or advertised have stoves and fridges ex-
cept Pineview Lodge.

b. Many one-bedroom apartments are available.
c. Location and rent appear to be the most important criteria.

On these criteria, Hilltop Apartments and Central Apartments
are within the price range and have good access to work.

You have visited both apartments and found that the Hilltop
is in better condition and is in a residential area.

e. Your choice is the Hilltop Apartments.

Plan to Implement the Decision

Having decided on the Hilltop Apartments, you now make plans
to rent an apartment there. The tasks might be:

a. Write or phone the person in charge of rentals and give him
your decision.

b. Find out if a deposit or advance rental is required and make
the payment.

c. Give notice of leaving your present apartment.
d. Arrange telephone and utilities changes.
e. Arrange to have your furniture and the personal belongings

moved into the new apartment.

Finally, you decide the order in which the tasks should be
done, and you carry them out.
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Exercise 2. Setting Criteria for Personal Goals

In this exercise you will use the first two steps of the decision
making strategy to help you make a plan to reach personal family and
social goals. Your instructor will review the strategy and help you
with each step before you fill in the form Criteria for Choosin Per-
sonal Goals. In this topic we are considering only am y and social
goals. Occupational goals will be examined more carefully in Topic V.

Step 1 - Clarif the Decision Situation. At this stage you should
examine and discuss both fami y and soc a goals. Discussion of family
goals may centre on two situations: unmarried students living at home,
and married students with their own homes and families. Ask yourself
questions like: "What relationship do I want to maintain with my par-
ents and the parental family and home?" "When do I want to get married
and set up my own home?" "What kind of relations do I want to maintain
with my wife/husband and children?" "How do I want to spend my money:
to buy my own home? to pay for recreation and amusements? to educate
my children? to improve my own education? in other ways?"

In discussion of social goals for clarification, you will want to
think about what social goals may fit your future family situation and
work. Ask yourself questions like: "What sports activities do I want
to participate in?" "What social clubs do I want to join?" ,k) I in-
tend to join and be active in a church? a political party? a commun-
ity organization?" "What effects would a night job, shift work or self-
employment have on social goals?" "Would I want to leave my present
social community to take a job somewhere else?"

Step 2 - Set Criteria. The word criterion (plural: criteria) re-
fers to a rule or standard for making a judgement. You can use cri-
teria to test something. In Creating a Career criteria are used to
make and test decisions about personaT-and occupational goals.

It is important to set criteria. Carefully planned criteria will
help you to make decisions which will be consistent with the major roles
in your life. They will also help you to make decisions in order to
reach your chosen goals more easily.

You have already established some personal criteria in Exercise 2
in Unit I of thiS topic when you listed the "Things I Cannot Change" on
the Family and Social Role Analysis Forms #2. You should examine these
lists again to see if they can be changed. If they cannot, they should
be recorded as criteria on the form Criteria for Choosin Personal Goals.
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For each of family and social goals, ask yourself questions like these to

help you to express criteria: "What things in my life cannot be changed?"-

"What things would it be very difficult to change?" "Is there any person

or place I do not wish to leave for any extended period of time?" "Is

there a particular location or type of location where it is necessary or

desirable for me to live?" "What do I really want to accomplish In my

life?"

After you have discussed and thought about these first two steps,

fill in the form that follows. You may keep it confidential if you wish.
Remember that you can change these criteria at any time. It may help

you to list criteria if you begin some of them with the words, "I want ..."
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING PERSONAL GOALS

Family Goal Criteria:

3.

4.

5.

6.

Social Goal Criteria:

1.

3.

4

6.

Occupational Goal Criteria:

(These criteria will be set in Topic V.)
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U N I T 3 : SETTING PERSONAL GOALS

Exercise 1. Exploring Personal Goals

This exercise is based on Step 3 of the decision making strategy.

First, you should bring forward the criteria from the form Choosinj

Criteria for Personal Goals that you completad in the last exercise and

write them on the form ExpToring Personal Goals. Note that the form

has four pages. There is room for up to six criteria for both family

and social goals, but you may have fewer than six.

Your instructor will discuss Step 3 - Identify and Explore Alter-

natives with you. In the discussion you should -learn how to identify

alternatives for each criterion listed on the form. Think about these

alternatives seriously and discuss them with members of your family if

you wish.

Then fill in the alternatives for each criterion on the form Ex-

lp orin_g Personal Goals. You do not need to fill every space on the

form. In t e space under "Remarks" you should write any extra infor-

mation about the alternatives which may help you to choose one later.

If you need a model for writing alternatives, look back at the ex-

ample situation, Choosing. an Apartment to Rent, in Exercise 1 of Unit 2.



Family Goal Criterion #1
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EXPLORING PERSONAL GOALS

Alternatives Remarks

Family Goal Criterion #2

Alternatives Remarks

Family Goal Criterion #3

AMI....PPIORMIPPPIMPPOIMar

Alternatives Remarks



Family Goal Criterion #4
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Alternatives Remarks

Family Goal Criterion #5

Alternatives Remarks

Family Goal Criterion #6

Alternatives Remarks
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EXPLORING SOCIAL GOALS

Social Goal Criterion #1

Alternatives Remarks

Social Goal Criterion #2

Alternatives

Social Goal Criterion #3

Alternatives Remarks



Social Goal Criterion #4
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Alternatives Remarks

Social Goal Criterion #5

Alternatives Remarks

Social Goal Criterion #6

Alternatives Remarks
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Exercise 2. Setting Personal Goals

You will apply Step 4 of the decision making strategy in this ex-ercise to Evaluate Alternatives and Decide. Follow these steps indoing the exercfse:

I. Look back at the form Criteria_for Choosing Personal Goals that youcompleted in Exercise 2 of Unit 2. Rank each of the family goalcriteria by numbering them in the margin. No. '1 should be the cri-terion that is most important in the list to you, No. 2 the nextmost important, and so on.

2. Write the family wi alternatives from Exercise 1 of this Unit inany order on the lam Evaluating Family Goal Alternatives.

3. Complete the check list of "criteria met" by indicating which ofthe numbered criteria are met by each listed "family goal alterna-tive." If nececsary, your instructor will help you to judge whether
criteria are 'mt. Under "Remarks" you may note which alternatives
can be seriously considered, which need further exploration andwhich can be rejected.

4. Choose one or wore of the best alternatives and list them as "fam-ily goal choicds" at the bottom of the page.

E. Repeat Steps 1-4 of this exercise for social goal alternatives tofill out the form Evaluating Social Goal Alternatives in the sameway.



EVALUATING FAMILY GOAL ALTERNATIVES



Social Goal Alternatives

6
Remarks

4.1.101.11
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Exercise 3. Planning to Implement Rersonai Decisians

In this exercise you will apply the last step of the decision making

strategy, Step 5 - Plan to Implement the Decision. Follow these steps

in doing the exercise.

1. Bring forward the family and social goal choices from the end of

the form completed in Exercise 2 and write them at the top of

the forms Plans to Reach Family Goals and Plans to Reach Social

Goals.

Prepare a list of tasks that you will need to carry out to achieve

these family and social goals and write them on a separatq sheet

of paper. Think about these tasks and number them to show which

should be carried out first and which next, and so on.

Write the tasks on the forms Plans to Reach Famil Goals and Plans

to Reach Social Goals, under t e earl ngs ngs o in Fie

order that you would carry them out.
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FAMILY GOALS

84

PLANS TO REACH IAMILY GOALS

THINGS TO DO



SOCIAL GOALS

PLANS TO REACH SOCIAL GOALS

THINGS TO DO

3

4

5

6
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U N I T 1: SETTING CRITERIA

Exercise 1. Interests

Introduction

An occupational choice can be made in many different ways. Some

people really never make one; they simply take what comes. Sometimes

this works out all right. At other times it does not. Possibly the

best way is to prepare yourself by planning and studying. This provides

you with the opportunity to direct your life toward established goals.

If you have specific goals in mind, you will be in a better position to

test your progress.

In this topic, your objective is to make an occupational choice.

By the end of the course you should have narrowed your choice at least

to a "family" of occupations. You may even be able to specify a single

occupation that will become your goal.

In order to make an occupational choice, you will need to get general

information about occupations. As there are about 7,000 occupations in

Canada, each one with different requirements and different in the kind of

work done, you should have some way of choosing the best ones to study.

To help you to select the most suitable occupations to learn more

about, you can first set some criteria or conditions. These criteria will

depend on you and your own characteristics. You must ask yourself ques-

tions like, "What am I like? What do I like to do? What kind of job would

I fit into best? What occupations can I enter with the education and train-

ing I now have? What further education and training can I get? What

abilities and interests do I have? Where do I want to live and work?".

The tests that you have taken, and class discussions with your instruc-

tor will help you to identify your different, characteristics. Then you can

match them with the requirements of occupations that you might select for

further study.

Interest Factors

The first characteristics to consider in making an occupational choice

are your interests. What kinds of work do you like and what kinds do you

dislike? Usually people are attracted to things they like, and they reject

or avoid those things they dislike. This pattern of liking and disliking

different kinds of work situations makes up your interests.
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In this course you will consider ten different kinds of work
situations. They are called interest factors.

1. Work with things and objects;

2. Work involving business contact with people;

3. Routine, concrete and organized work;

4. Working for people for their presumed good as in a social
welfare sense, or for dealing with people and language in
social situations;

5. Work resulting in prestige or esteem of others;

6. Work dealing with people and communicating ideas;

7. Scientific and technical work;

8. Abstract and creative work or experiences;

9. Non-social work, carried on in relation to processes, machines
and techniques;

O. Work resulting in tangible, productive satisfaction.

Interests Check List

After your instructor has discussed the interest factors with theclass and given you some examples, you should fill in the form InterestsCheck List which follows. Your statement of preferences on the kind ofwork you would be interested in doing will help you to make a deTnlater on occupational choice.

OVIS Student Report Folder

If you have taken the Ohio Vocational Interest Survey (OVIS), yourinstructor will explain the results of the test to you. You should studyand evaluate the various interest descriptions in your report. They willalso help you to make an occupational choice later in the course.
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INTERESTS CHECK LIST

Here are ten types of work activities. Circle the response at the right

which best describes how you feel about each of the activities. If you need

help in understanding the meaning of the activities, ask your instructor to

give you some examples.

I. Activities dealing with things and objects.

. Activities involving business ..ontact with

people.

3. Activities of a routine, definite, organized
nature.

4. Activities which involve direct personal
contact, to help people or deal with them

for other purposes. '

5. Activities which bring recognition or
appreciation by others.

6. Activities concerned with people and the
communication of ideas.

7. Activities of a scientific and technical

nature.

8. Activities which require creative imagi-
nation in handling things or ideas of an
indefinite nature.

9. Activities which are non-social and in-
volve the usr of machines, processes, or
methods.

O. Activities which result in satisfaction
from working on or producing things.

DON'T LIKE DON'T KNOW LIKE

DON'T LIKE DON'T KNOW LIKE

DON'T LIKE DON'T KNOW LIKE

DON'T LIKE DON'T KNOW LIKE

DON'T LIKE DON'T KNOW LIKE

DON'T LIKE DON'T KNOW LIKE

DON'T LIKE DON'T KNOW LA(E

DON'T LIKE DON'T KNOW LIKE

DON' '1' LIKF DON'T KNOW LIKE

DON'T LIKE DON'T KNOW LIKE

IN THE SPACES BELOW, write the number of the activities in order from

your first choice (hest-liked) to your last choice (most disliked). Start by

writing in your first three best-liked choices and the three most disliked

choices. Then fill in your other choices.

Best liked Most disliked

411,-Tnealn

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th LAST

choice choice
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Temperaments

The second set of characteristics to look at is your temperaments.
On any job people react to different work activities in a certain way.
How they react to such situations is called their temperament. Do they
accept the situation? Can they adjust themselves to it? The purpose of
this exercise is to help you to think about your own temperaments.

Temperament Factors

There are twelve temperament factors for you to consider in this
exercise. The factors are the work situations; the litKyou react to them
shows your temperament. As you read them, ask yourself, "Would it be
easy or difficult for me to accept or adjust to this kind of work? How
would I react to it?" Your instructor will give you examples of each
factor to help you to understand it better.

1. Work in which there is a variety of duties that often change.

2. Work in which short tasks are repeated over and over in the
same way.

3. Work according to specific instructions in wLich you could
not use independent judgement.

4. Work in which you plan, control and direct an entire activity
on the activities of others.

5, ¶iork in which you deal with people.

6. Work in which you are alone, away from other people.

7. Work in which you must try to influence other people.

8. Work in which you may be under stress or have to take risks.
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9. Work in which you have to make decisions an evaluations

based on your own judgement.

0. Work in which you have to make decisions and evaluations
based on measurable standards.

Work in which you have to interpret feelings, ideas, or
facts from your own point of view.

Y. Work in which you have to reach exact measurements or
quality according to set standards.

'raments Check List

After you have discussed the temperament factors and some examples
of each, you should fill in the form Temperaments Check List which
follows. Knowledge of how you might accept or adjust to different kinds
of work situations will help you to make a decision later on occupational

choice.
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TEMPERAMENTS CHECK LIST

Twelve types of work situations are listed below. The way you would react
or adjust to these situations will help you understand your temperaments. For
each of the situations tell whether it would be EASY or DIFFICULT for you to
accept or adjust to a job like that, or whether you are NOT CERTAIN. Circle
the correct response.

I. Situations involving a variety of duties
which often change.

2. Situations involving short tasks repeated
many times according to set procedures.

3. Situations involving doing things only
according to specific instructions.

NOT
EASY CERTAIN DIFFICULT

NOT
EASY CERTAIN DIFFICULT

NOT
EASY CERTAIN DIFFICULT

NOT
EASY CERTAIN DIFFICULT

4. Situations in which you plan, control and
direct an entire activity or the activity NOT
of others. EASY CERTAIN DIFFICULT

Situations involving working with people
in job duties beyond giving and v_ceiving NOT
instructions. EASY CERTAIN DIFFICULT

Situations involving working alone or NOT
apart from others. EASY CERTAIN DIFFICULT

7. Situations involving changing the opinions,
attitudes or ideas of people about ideas NOT
or things. EASY CERTAIN DIFFICULT

Situations involving working under stress,
such as having your work criticized, dealing
with unexpected events or having to take 1'OT
risks. EASY CEkTAIN DIFFICULT
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Situations involving making decisions,
tests and drawing conclusions using NOT

consensus or personal judgement. EASY CERTAIN DIFFICULT

O. Situations'involving making decisions
tests and drawing conclusions based
on ileasurable standards.

NOT
EASY CERTAIN DIFFICULT

X Situations involving forming personal NOT

opinions on feelings, ideas or facts. EASY CERTAIN DIFFICULT

Situations involving work which requires
exact achievement of measurement or
quality according to set:standards.

NOT
EASY CERTAIN DIFFICULT

IN THE SPACES BELOW, write the code number or letter of the situations

in order, from the ones you would find most easy to adjust to or accept to the

most difficult. Start by writing the three easiest at the left and the three

most difficult at the right. Then fill in your other choices in the middle as

well as you. can.

Easiest Most Difficult
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Physical Activities

The physical activities that you have to use must also be considered
in choosing an occupation. Physical activities are defined as the demands
of a job on body movement, and-on the senses of seeing, hearing and touch-
ing, and on speaking. What kind of physical work are you capable of?
What movements or uses of your senses can you do best?

There are seven kinds of physical activities to consider:

1. Strength (lifting, carrying, pushing, pulling) shown in'terms of:

S - Sedentary work (10 lbs. maximum);
L - Light work (20 lbs. maximum);
M - Medium work (50 lbs. maximum);
H - Heavy work (100 lbs. maximum);

VH - Very heavy work (over leC. lbs.);

2. Climbing and/or balancing;

3. Stooping, kneeling, crouching and/or crawling;

4. Reaching, handling, fingering and/or feeling;

5. Talking;

6. Hearing;

7. Seeing in terms of: acuity far and near, depth perception,
accommodation, colour vision and field of vision.

Physical.....eck List

After you have discussed the different physical activities and
examples of jobs in which you would use them, you should fill in the
Ph sical Activities Check List that follows. You have to think of
p ys ca activities in two ways: the kinds of physical activity that
you can (or cannot) do, and the kinds of physical activities that you
like-Fir dislike) to do. Your preferences will help you to make an
occupational choice lacer.
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES CHECK LIST

Check the physical activities which you are able to do and those you

would prefer to do as part of work activity.

I AM ABLE TO I WOULD PREFER
DO THIS THIS TYPE

ACTIVITY OF ACTIVITY

Strength (lifting, carrying, pushing,
pulling) shown in terms of:

S Sedentary work (up to 10 lbs.)

L Light work (up to 20 lbs.)
M Medium work (up to 50 lbs.)
H Heavy work (up to 100 lbs.)
VH Very Heavy work (over 100 lbs.)

01111,1
WMAYWertnemeRRIO 11..011.
....MlamMr

2. Climbing and/or Balancing 111P.IM0111. flgoo..re/rpriapigpim

3. Stooping, Kneeling, Crouching, and/or

Crawling

4. Reaching, Handling, Fingering and/or
Feeling

. Talking

illw!IST.11101.0.1* rgworTmgrpeafIra..EN.

6. Hearing

,...

7. Seeing in terms of acuity far and near,
depth perception, accommodation, color
vision, and field of vision

CHECK ANY PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES LISTED BELOW WHICH YOU ARE NOT PHYSICALLY

ABLE TO DO.

1. Strength (lifting, carrying,
pushing, pulling) shown in
teilMS Of:

S Sedentary work (up to 10 lbs.)

L Light work (up to 20 lbs.)
M Medium work (up to 50 lbs.)
H Heavy work (up to 100 lbs.)

VII Very Heavy work (over 100 lbs.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Climbing and/cr Balancing
Stooping, Kneeling, Crouch-
ing and/or Crawling
Reaching, Handling, FInger-
ing and/or Feeling
Talking
Hearing
Seeing in terms of acuity far
and near, depth perception,
accommodation, color vision,
and field of vision.
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Exercise 4. Environmental COnditions

The fourth set of conditions that you must consider in choosing
an occupation is the environment or surrounding! f the job. You
should ask yourself, "What kind of place would I like to work in? In-
side or outside? Hot or cold? Noisy or quiet?" Here are the different
environmental conditions that you must consider.

1. Wcrk location:

I - Inside;
0 - Outside;
B - Both;

2. Extremes of cold plus temperature changes;

3. Extremes of heat plus temperature changes;

4. Wet and/or humid;

5. Noise and/or vibration;

6. Hazards in terms of: mechanical; electrical; burns;
explosives; radiant energy;

7. Atmospheric conditions in terms of: fumes; odours; dust;
mists; gases; poor ventilation.

Environmental Conditions Check List

After your instructor has discussed environmental conditions and
given you examples of them in different occupations, you should fill in
the form Environmental Conditions Check List which follows. As in
physical activities in the last exercise, you must consider the conditions
in which you can work, and the conditions unr!er which you would prefer
to work. Your preferences will help you to make an occupational choice
later.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS CHECK LIST

Check the environmental activities listed below which you would be able

to work in and those which you would prefer in a work situation.

1. Work Location I - inside
0 - Outside
Ei - Both

I AM ABLE TO I WOULD PREFER

WORK IN THIS TO WORK IN THIS

ENVIRONMENT ENVIRONMENT

.n-14.- eV" (.+"

2. Extremes of cold plus temperature changes

3. Extremes of heat plus temperature changes +.11!

4. Wet and/or Hum d

5. Noise and/or Vibration

6. Hazards in terms of: mechanical

...114100.1.01M

electrical
burns
explosives

-- all Ma

radiant energy ,..41, e111.1.0 ...1011.11,1!e

7. Atmospheric Conditions in terms of: ..;des

odours
1101,40

dusts
.!

mists
!...1.,

gases
..,..wweammowegenn

ono. ow Air en go ea.:01...

poor ventilation

Check the environmental conditions below which, because of physical ability

or health would be either difficult or impossible for you.

1. Work Location: I - Inside 6.

0 - Outside
B - Both

2. Extremes of cold plus tempera-

ture changes
3. Extremes of heat plus tempera- 7.

ture changes
4. We and/or Humid
5. Noise and/or Vibration

Hazards in terms of: burns
mechanical
electrical
explosives

radiant energy

Atmospheric Conditions in
terms of: fumes

odours
dusts
mists
gases

poor ventilation

-
*P.
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Exercise 5.
Aptitudes

Aptitudes form a very important set of characteristics that youmust consider in choosing an occupation. Aptitudes are your abilitiesto perform skills or to learn to perform new skills that are needed indifferent occupations. The aptitudes are tested in the General AptitudeTest Batty (GATB), which you have already taken.

Aptitude Factors

Your instructor will explain the eleven aptitude factors listedbelow. The GATB gives you a score on only the first nine of them. Itis important for you Lo remember that you cannot "pass" or "fail" on theGATB tests. The scores are intended only to help you learn about yourown abilities so that you can make a more suitable occupational choice.Different letters are used to designate the factors.

G General learning ability.

V Verbal ability to understand meaning and to present information.

N Numerical ability.

S Spatial perception, the ability to see geometric forms in yourmind.

P Form perception, the ability to see details and

Q Clerical perception, the ability to see detailand numbers.

differences.

in written words

Motor co-ordination, the ability to co-ordinate eyes and handsor fingers and to make quick, accurate responses.

F Finger dexterity, the ability to use the fingers rapidly oraccurately.



M Manual dexterity, the ability to move the hands easily and

skilfully.

E Eye-Hand-Foot co-ordination, the ability to move the hand and
foot in accordance with what you see.

C Colour discrimination, the ability to see similarities or
differences in shades or qualities of colour.

8ptitudes Check List

After you have discussed the different aptitude factors and examples
of them in different occupations, you should record your GATB scores on
the Aptitudes Check List that follows. Your instructor will show you how
to use a scale to change the scores to levels. Then you can use the levels
of your different aptitudes to help you to make an occupational choice
later. Remember that the scales are not exact requirements or entry levels
for any particular occupation; they are only averages which indicate
satisfactory performance.
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APTITUDES CHECK LIST

Use yoUr-scores on the General Aptitude Test Battery tocomplete this form. To change your scores to levels, use thistable.

Chanson GAIA21tc1.,_xleLevels

Level.
Score

over 126
1

310 to 126
2

92 to 109
3

75 to 92
4

0 to 74
5

APTITUDE FACTORS: G V N S

GATB SCORES:

APTITUDE LEVELS:

Q K F MEC

..e WrIPPI.O.
veVOINOR.R
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Exercise 6. E46111SUAISLIWElla

Your levels of education and training will help to determine what
occupations youfcan enter. In this course, your education is referred
to as General Educational Development, or GED for short. In addition

to schoof-education, you may have had training for a particular job or

occupation. This training is called Specific Vocational Training, or
SVP for short.

Education and training are the conditions of employment that you
can most easily control. By getting a higher level of education or more
training, you can enter many more occupations. With a wider choice, you

are more likely to choose an occupation in which you will find sattsfac-

tion.

In this exercise you should look at GED and SVP in two ways. First,

you should consider your present levels. Then you should think in terms

of what higher levels you migt: be able to reach with further education

and training.

General Educational Development

GED incbdes all the academic education a person has had in school
in subjects like mathematics and language. The GED level is determined
by the number of years you have spent in elementary school, high school
and college, or the level of education you may have gained by study on
your own. To help you record your GED level you can use this table:

Years of School GED Level,

17 years or more 6

13 to 16 years 5

11 to 12 years 4

9 to 10 years 3

6 to 8 years 2

up to 6 years 1

Record the number of years you have gone to school and your GED level

here:

Years in School Present GED level

If you want to 'tette your GED level, you. should discuss it with your

instructor or a counsellor. In adult upgrading or retraining classes,
you may be able to raise your GED level in just a few months.
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Specific Vocational Preparation

Training for a specific work field is called Specific VocationalTraining (SVP). Usually this training is taken to learn new skillsfor work in particular occupations such as carpentry, teaching, nursing,plumbing or secretarial work.

There are many different kinds of specific vocational preparations,running from a few hours of practice on the job to many years of techni-cal school or university. To measure your own level of specific voca-tional preparation (SVP), you can use this table:

Specific Vocational Preparation

Short demonstration
1Anything beyond short demonstration and up to 30 days 2Over 30 days up to 3 months
3Over 3 months up to 6 months
4Over 6 months up to 1 year
5Over 1 year up to and including 2 years 6Over 2 years up to and including 4 years 7Over 4 years up to and including 10 years 8Over 10 years
9

Using the table fill in the chart below:

Courses or Training Taken Length SVP Level

Best Estimate of SVP Level is
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If you have received a certificate or diploma for any training course
you have taken, you can record it here:

Certificate or Diploma Name of Institution

If you want to raise your SVP level, you should discuss it with your
instructor or .a counsellor.
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Exercise 7. 5etting Criteria

This exercise is based on Steps 1 and 2 of the decision-makingstrategy that you learned in Topic IV. Those steps were: 1. Clarifythe Decision Situation and 2. Set Criteria. Your instructor will dis-EaTWidiFisTaiiiiliTation, making an occupational choice, with theclass. A person is in a decision situation when a choice of alternativesexists, and he has to choose from the available and possible alternatives.
To help you choose from a larger number of occupations, you mustapply Step 2 (Set Criteria). In this case your criteria will be a pro-file of the personal traits which you have discussed and recorded inExercises 1-6. Your instructor w.11 help you to bring them forward andrecord them on the Personal Profile form which follows.

The following explanations will help you to list your various
qualifications for employment and preferences in code form on the PersonalProfile.

1. Education. Write the number of years you were in school and besideit write your present GED level from Exercise 6.

Trainin . List the different courses you have taken and on the lastine wr to your present SVP level from Exercise 6.

3. Work Activity _Interests. List both the name and the number of yourfirst three choices on the OVIS Scales from your OVIS Student ReportFolder.

4. Interest Factors. From the Interests Check List in Exercise 1,write the numbers of the three act
would prefer.Write also the numbers of the activities that you would like least.

5. Aptitudes (GAM). Write both the scores and the levels of the firstnine aptitude factors from the Aptitudes Check List in Exercise 5.Note that there are no scores for.

6. Work Environment Preference. Write the code letter for No. 1
ai--"BT-17-Thiiiiiiibef the other work environments that youwould prefer from the Environmental Conditions Check List inExercise 4. For examp e, you mig t write $2 if you liked towork outside in any kind of weather, or just I if you want to workinside and you do not like the other work conditions.

Ph sical Activities Preference. Write the code letter for No. 1S, LI M, H, an the numbers of the other activities that youwould prefer, from the Ph sical Activities Check List in Exercise3. For example, you mig t wr to M45.7 if you can do only mediumwork and do not like climbing or stooping.
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8. Te 'eraments, Write the code numbers or letters of the three
s tuat ens that you would find easiest to accept Or adjust to,
from the Tem eraments Check List in Exercise 2. Write also the
numbers or etters o testaTions which you would find most
difficult to accept or adjust to.

The other sections on your Personal Profile do not need to
be in code foy Fill them in with your own words.

After you have completed your Personal Profile form, your
instructor will explain and help yoTaFTTIT1775i Occu ational
Qualifications Profile and the CE...iterialmacap........_ationaChoice.
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PERSONAL PROFILE

GENERAL

AGE MARITAL STATUS DEPENDANTS

HEALTH

EDUCATION - YEARS OF SCHOOL

HIGHEST CERTIFICATE HELD

FURTHER TRAINING

Course Date
Come leted

IS YOUR TRAINING FOR A PARTICULAR OCCUPATION?

WHICH ONE?

WORK EXPERIENCE (Include Part Time & Casual)

Job Length

WHICH JOB DID YOU LIKE BEST?

WHICH JOB DID YOU LIKE LEAST?

HOBBIES

1.

2.

3.

(Leisure Time Activities)

WORK ACTIVITY INTERESTS

YOUR CHOICE

OVIS SCALES let

2nd 3rd

INTEREST FACTORS

1st

2nd

3rd

Least

APTITtOES (6/1.13)

Part Score

MI
I

Level

13=111111111111111
Verbal

Numerical

Spatial

Form

Clerical

Motor Co-ord.

Finger Dext.

Manual Dext.

IIII

iusl
Eye-Hand-Foot

Colour Discr. -"IN St.

WORK EM MT PREFERENCE

PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES PREFER-

ENCE

WORK LOCATION PREFERENCES

TEMPERAMENTS

Y.

2.

3

Least
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Occupational Profile

Now that you have completed your Personal Profile, you can select
some of the information from it to prepare an Occupational Qualifica-
tions Profile. This new profile will show your various qualifications
i;a7FiTiiiRes in code form, exactly like the Qualifications Profiles
in the reference books that you may use to read about different occupa-
tions.

Use the coded reference numbers, letters and scales from your
Personal Profile to fill in this Occupational lifiidismIrsOlt.

.Aptittdes (Levels only)

GVNSPQKFNEC
X X

PA (Physical Activities: Code letter and numbers only)

EC (Environmental Conditions: Code letter and numbers only)

GED (Level only) SVP (Level only)

Ints. (Interests: numbers of 3 preferred activities)

Temps. (Temperaments: numbers and/or letters of the three easiest
situations to accept or adjust to)
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The ........praOccuttilma_Nielliflupmprialit is generally written
across the page n one ne. n your own profile like this:

APT: GVNSPQKFM PA EC GED SUP INTS. TEMPS

About 7,000 different occupations in Canada have been defined and
classified i, the Canadian Classification and Dictionar of Occui:tions.
In it the quaiificat ons for occupa ons are escr ' in pro es o
interests, aptitudes, education and other factors in the same way as
you have just done. If you have a copy in your classroom, you should
look at it.

Criteria for Occupational Choice

The next step is to change your profile of interests and aptitudes
into a set of criteria or conditions for choosing the occupations you
may want to learn more about.

At the beginning of this part of the course, you read that the
objective was to prepare a set of criteria for occupational choice. In
this section you will set these criteria.

Up to this point you have looked at your interests, aptitudes,
education, training, experience, hobbies, preferences for physical acti-
vities, preference for environmental activities and preference for work
locations. These have been recorded on your Personal Profile, and some
have been coded in your Occupational alificatfOns Orofile. Let's see
what these things mean as comdi ons or cr terse or t c oosing of an
occupation.

First, look at A titudes. On your profile, they are recorded as
eleven different abi tieswth the codes, G V N S P Q K F M E C, and
your aptitude is at a 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 level in each (except E and C).

Let's say at,your aptitude on N - numerical ability - is 4. This
means that you co 14Lmeet the requirements for occupations which require4 or lower, thatA in numerical ability. The criteria, then,
or the conditions, would be that the occupations requirir 5 in
numerical ability.

Here is an example of a whole set of aptitudes converted intocriteria:



John Doe's Aptitudes:GVNSPOKFMEC
3 4 2 3 3 4 2 3 3 3 1

John Doe, therefore, meets the aptitude requirements for occupations
which have requirements of:GVNS'POKFMEC

3-5 4-5 2-5 3-5 3-5 4-5 2-5 3-5 3-5 3-5 1-5

John Doe can now say that the aptitude conditions or criteria for
an occupation for him are:GVNSPOKFMEC

3-5 4-5 2-5 3-5 3-5 4-5 2-5 3-5 3-5 3-5 1-5

1. Positive Criteria

(a) In the spaces below, use your Occupational
Profile to list your own set of aptitailefftefa-f6-thei--
way as John Doe. You will have to estimate your levels for E
and C. These two factors will be important only when they are
shown as significant requirements for certain occupations. All
the other criteria in the profile below will be the same as in
your Occupational Qualifications Profile.

G V N S P Q K F M E C

PA EC GED SVP MTS. TEMPS.

Occupations with profiles like these have requirements which
you can meet. Note that your GED and SVP levels include lower
levels but not higher levels of education and training. The
best thing ?BF you will be to find an occupation with a quali-
fication profile that most closely matches yours. In other
words, your own qualifications profile provides the best c-iteria
for choosing an occupation.

lb) Your OVIS scales provide positive criteria also. List them
here.



OVTS Scales

1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice
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2. Negative Criteria

No.

No.

No.

In check lists in earlier exercises, you listed certain activities
that you would not like, certain situations that you would find it diffi-
cult to accept or adjust to, and certain physical activities that you are
physically not able to do. These can also be important criteria for you
to consider. You obviously do not want to choose an occupation with con-ditions that you do not like or would find it difficult or impossible tomeet.

In the spaces below, list the code numbers and letters of the most
platy! factors from the check lists you have filled in as follows:

Physical Activities, (PA): Write the code letters and numbers for the
physical activities that you are not physically able to do, from the
Physical Activities Check List infRircise 3.

Environmental Conditions (EC): Write the code letters and numbers for
V---riiiterwonnItalconditions that would be difficult or impossible for
you to work in, from the Environmental Conditions Check List in Exercise 4.

Temperaments (Temps): Write the code numbers and letters for the three
situations that would be most difficult for you to accept or adjust to,
from the Temperaments Check List in Exercise 2.

PA EC TEMPS.

Occupations which have these requirements might be difficult or
impossible for you to enter. In your search for an occupation, you should
therefore consider rejecting them.

Other Criteria

In addition to the conditions listed in Sections 1 and 2, you may
have other criteria, such as where you want to live, or whether you would
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not want to work on a night shift, which you may want to add here.

a.

b.

C.

d

e.
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U N I T 2: EXPLORING OCCUPATIONS

Exercise 1. Occupational Qualifications

In Unit 1 you completed a series of exercises in which you arrived
at an Occupational Qualifications Profile of your own aptitudes, interests
and other factors. You also arrived at a set of criteria for occupational
choice. in this unit you will be examining the Qualifications Profiles
of different occupations. These profiles include the conditions or quali-
fications which must be met to work in them. You will be able to compare
your own profile with occupational profiles to see which occupations meet
the criteria you have set.

Here is an example for Occupational Group 8582, Aircraft Mechanics
and Repairmen:

UALIFICATIONS PROFILE:
APT: GVNSPQKFMEC PA EC GED SVP INTS. TEMPS.

3 3 3 2 2 4 3 3 2 4 3 M237 556 4 7-6 910 YOl

This profile shows the aptitudes required, the physical activities (PA),
the environmental conditions (EC) and so on. Look at the Guide to
Qualifications Factors on the next page to see what the code
numbers and lettersters mean. You do not need to remember them.

Now take a minute to interpret this profile. Could you meet the
requirements under the different factors? Look back at your criteria
for occupational choice in Exercise 7 of Unit 1. Your criteria are set
up 'n a profile in the same way as this Qualifications Profile to make
it easier to compare your profile with the qualifications profiles of
occupations.

Here are two more examples of occupational profiles which your
instructor will discuss with you and ask you to interpret.

1. Stewardess, Airline (6145-118)

APT: G V N S P Q K F M E C PA' EC GED SVP INTS. TEMPS.
3 3 4 4 4 3 4 4 3 3 5 123456 1567 3 3 2 598

Automotive Brake Repairman (8581-166)

APT: GVNSPOKFMEC PA EC GED SVP INTS. TEMPS.
3 3 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 5 4 MH347 1567 4-3 7-6 190 Y01



APTITUDES
MINIMPIPMPPMPMFMMPIM

G General Intelligence
Verbal Ability

N Numerical Ability
S Spatial Perception
P Form Perception
Q Clerical Perception
K Motor Co-ordination
F Finger Dexterity
54 Manual Dexterity
E Eye-Hand-Foot Co-ordination
C Colour Discrimination

Aptitude Leveit

(in terms of working population)

I Upper 10%
2 Upper Third exclusive of the Highest

10%
3 Middle Third
4 Lowest Third exclusive of the

Lowest 10%
5 Lower 10%

When these levels are underlined,
they are considered signilkant for
satisfactory job performance.
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iliciu2222UALIFICATIONS PROFILE FACTORS

PHYSICAL ACTIVITES (PA) ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS (EC)

1. Strength (lifting. carrying. pushing.
pulling) shown in terms of:
S - Sedentary work (10 lbs. max)

I*t Work (20 lbs. max)
M Medium work (50 lbs. max)
H Heavy Work (100 lbs. max)
VH Very Heavy Work (over 100
lbs.)

2. Climbing and/or Balancing
3. Stooping, Kneeling, Crouching and/

or Crawling
4. Reachin. Handling. Fingering and/or

Feeling
5. Talking
6. Hearing
7. Seeing in terms of: acuity far and

near, depth perception.
accommodation. colour vision and
field of vision.

GENERAL EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT iGED)

Levels Approximate Duration of Schoolinic

6 17 years plus
5 13 to 16 years
4 11 to 12 years
3 9 to 10 years
2 6 to 8 years

Up to 6 years

SPECIFIC VOCATIONAL PREPARATION (SVP)

1 - Short Demonstration Only
2 - Anything Beyond shun demonstration up to and including 30

days
3 -Over 30 days up to and including 3 months
4 - Over 3 months up to and including 6 months

1. Work Location
1 Inside
0 Outside
B - Both

2. Extremes of cold plus temperature
changes

3. Extremes of heat plus temperature
changes

4. Wet and/or humid
5. Noise and/or vibration
6. Hazards in terms of:

mechanical
electrical
burns
explosives
radiant energy

7. Atmospheric Conditions in terms a:
fumes
odours
dusts
mists
gases
poor ventilation

5 - Over 6 months up to and including I year
6 Over 1 year up to and including 2 years

.7 Over 2 years up to and including 4 years
8'- Over 4 years up to and including 10 yens
9 -Over 10 years

INTEREST FACTORS

I. Things and Objects vs, 6. People and Communication of Ideas
2. Business Contact with People vs. 7. Scientific and Technical Work
3. Routine. concrete and organized work vs. S. Abstract and creative work or experiences
4. Working for people for their presumed good as in the VS. 9, Non-social work. carried on in relation to processes.

social welfare sense. or for dealing with
in social situations.

people and language machines, and techniques

5. Work resulting in prestige or esteem of others vs. 0. Work resulting in tangible. productive satisfaction

TEMPERAMENT FACTORS

1. Variety and Change 7. Influencing People
2. Repetitive. Short Cycle S. Performing Under Stress
3. Under Specific Instructions 9. Sensory or Judgmental Criteria
4. Direction. Control. Planning 0. Measurable or Verifiable Criteria
S. Dealing with People X. Interpretation of ideas, facts. feelings
6. Isolation Y. Precise attainment of set limits. tolerances or standards
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Exercise 2. Data, People and Things

Every occupation can be partly described by the way the work isrelated to data, people and things.

Data means information, ideas and knowledge. Data in a job is
usually in the form of numbers, words and other symbols. A typist oran accountant, for example, works mos:ly with data. Each occupationhas been analyzed and evaluated to v.fe whether the worker uses dataa lot or a little in his job. The top of the scale is "0" for a personwho works with data a great deal; the bottom of the scale is 8 forworkers who rarely or never have to work with data. For each occupa-tion, the data relationships are evaluated on this scale:

High use of data 0 Synthesizing
1 Co-ordinating
2 Analyzing
3 Compiling
4 Computing
5 Copying
6 Comparing

7 No significant relationshipLow use of data 8

It is not necessary for you to learn the names of each level, but youshould remember which numbers are high and which are low or in'the middle.Your instructor will explain the levels.

People refers to the kind and level of relationships a worker in anoccupation has with other people. It also includes work with individualanimals such as the reTationship of a "seeing-eye" dog and its blindmaster. A worker at the "0" level is the highest; in his job he wouldhave to work with other plople all the time, like a doctor or a counsellor.A worker at the "8" level, on the contrary, would be working almost entire-ly by himself or with a machine. Each occupation has a "people" code basedon these relationships:

High relationship with
other people

Low relationship with
other people

0 Mentoring
1 Negotiating
2 Instructing
3 Supervising
4 Diverting
5 Persuading
6 Speaking-Signalling
7 Serving
8 No significant relationship
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It is not necessary for you to learn the names of each level, but you
should remember which numbers are high and which numbers are low. Your
instructor will explain the levels.

The things relationship is the way a worker in a particular occupa-
tion handles tools, materials, and equipment. A worker at the "0" level
would have a very highly specialized skill in the setting-up of instru-
ments and machines; at the "8" level a worker would have little or nothing
to do with equipment. The things' code is based on this set of relation-
ships:

High use of things

Low use of things

0 Setting-Up
1 Precision Working
2 Operating-Controlling
3 Driving-Operating
4 Manipulating
5 Tending
6 Feeding-Offbearing
7 Handling
8 No significant relationship

Again it is not necessary for you to learn the names of each level, but
you should remember which numbers are high and which ones are low. Your
instructor will explain the levels.

The Data, People and Things work-functions for an occupation can beshown as a OPT code. A OPT code looks like this: DPT:563. This codeshows that the occupation has the following worker functions:

Data 5 - Copying
People 6 - Speaking-Signalling
Things 3 - Driving-Operating

By looking at the DPI code of an occupation, you can learn uite abit about the kind of relationships in it. You can als us ascriteria for yourself. For example, you may like to wor with things
and dislike working with people at high levels of involvement. Youroccupational choice then should be one which has a things code of perhaps0-3 and a people code of 5 or lower.

Here is the Data, People and Things scale in one chart. Use it towrite the Data, People and Things relationships for the occupations listedon the next page.
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DATA PEOPLE THINGS

0 Synthesizing 0 Mentoring 0 Setting-Up
1 Co-ordinating 1 Negotiating 1 Precision-Working
2 Analyzing 2 Instructing 2 Operating-Controlling
3 Compiling 3 Supervising 3 Driving-Operating
4 Computing 4 Diverting 4 Manipulating
5 Copying 5 Persuading 5 Tending
6 Comparing 6 Speaking-Signalling 6 Feeding-Offbearing
7 No significant 7 Serving 7 Handling
8 relationship 8 No significant 8 No significant

relationship relationship

Examples:

1. Cook, DPI: 361

Data People Things

2. Dentist, DPT: 101

Data People Things

3. Concrete Mixer Operator, DPI: 682

Data People Things

4. Bank Teller, OPT: 367

Data People Things
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Exercise 3. Exploring Occupations

In this exercise you will apply Step 3 (Identify and Explore
Alternatives) of the decision-making strategy that you learned in
Topic IV. The aim of the exercise is for you to find a number of alter-
native occupations that suit your qualifications and characteristics.
Then you can explore each one before you evaluate them and decide in
Step 4.

Now that you can read a qualifications profile for an occupation,
you are ready to start searching for occupations which meet your criteria.
To help you search, you may use the Ex lorin Occupations Kit. This kit
contains large cards, each of which descr es a sma group of occupa-
tions and lists them. The main feature of the kit is that you can sort
out the groups you want,by "keying" on any factor in your set of criteria;
"keying" means that you stick a rod like a big needle through holes
punched along the edge of the cards. For instance, if you want a list of
occupations in which you would work outside, you would key on the "0" in
EC-Environmental Londitions. All the cards that fall out (i.e., did not
stay on the needle) would describe occupations in which outside work is
necessary.

Your instructor will demonstrate the use of the Exploring Occupations
Kit, and then you can use it to.find your own set of occupational chofces.
ou will be able to explore occupations according to your interests,
temperaments, physical activities and environmental conditions, aptitudes,
and education and training. Use the five following forms to record the
numbers and names of the Occupational Groups that you select as possible
alternatives to explore after each key sort you make.

The last form of the set is Other Possible Alternatives. You can
list on it any other occupations or otcupational groups that you would
like to consider as alternatives. If you want to find more titles of
occupations and occupational groups to list as alternatives for further
exploration, you can find them in the Industry Index or the Alphabetical
Index of the Canadian Classification and Dictionary of Occu ations. There
may be oiliii-TW5i-iiiriinFiRER-iva a e in your c assroom.

a
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EXPLORING OCCUPATIONS BY INTERESTS

Occupational Groups Selected by
OVIS Scales. Fourth Scale Choice

Alternatives
First Scale Choice
Alternatives

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

2

3

4
5

6

7

8
9

10

Fifth Scale Choice
Alternatives

Second Scale Choice
Alternatives 1

2
1 3
2 4
3

4 6
5 7
6 8
7 9
8 10
9
10 Occupational Groups Selected by

Interest Factors
Third Scale Choice Alternatives
Alternatives

1
1 2
2 3
3 4
4
5 6
6 7
7 8
8 9
9 10
10 11
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EXPLORING OCCUPATIONS BY TEMPERAMENTS

Record Occupational Groups with temperament factors that may cause you
difficult adjustment problems. Look back to your Temperaments Check List,
or your list of negative criteria in Exercise 7 of Unit 1,-forr the three
most difficult. The code numbers or letters of these temperament factors
are:

Because of these factors you should NOT consider the following occupational
groups as possible choices.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

B.

9.

10.

11.

12:

13.

14.

15.
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EXPLORING OCCUPATIONS BY PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
D ROj E1 'L C I

1. Physical Activities

Record Occupational Groups with physical activities requirements
which you are not able to meet. Look back to your Physical
Activities Chealist, or your list of negative criteria in
EiCeRlii-7 of unit 1-7 for these. The code letters and numbers
of these physical activities which would be difficult to meet are:

Because of these factors you should NOT consider the following
occupational groups as possible choices:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

Environmental Conditions

Record Occupational Groups with environmental conditions requirements
in which you are not able to work. Look back to your Environmental
Conditions Check List or your list of negative criteria in Exercise 7
OTTATI171Fillese. The code numbers and letters of the environmental
conditions which would not be suitable for you are:

Because of these factors you should NOT consider the following occupa-
tional groups as possible choices:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6,

7.

8.

9.
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EXPLORING OCCUPATIONS BY APTITUDES

Write your aptitude profile here:

GVNSPOKF
IVA

M E C

Write the numbers and names of the occupational groups which you have
selected:

1
1

2 2

3
3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7

8

9 9

10 10

11
11

12
12

13 13

14 14

15 15

16 16

17 17

18 18

19 19

20 20
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EXPLORING OCCUPATIONS BY EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Write your education levels here:

Grade Level Now
Grade Level Planned

Occupations Selected on Present
Education Level

TRAINING

Training Courses You Have Taken

GED Level Now
GED Level Planned

Occupations Selected on Planned
Education Level

Training Courses You Plan to Take

1 1

2 2

3 3

Your SVP level now Your SVP level will be

OCCUPATIONS SELECTED

At Present SVP At Planned SVP

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4
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OTHER POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES

List all the Occupational Groups or single occupations here which
you would like to learn more about. Use this form to list only those
which have not been listed on other forms.

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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Exercise 4. `Describing Occupations

Choosing an occupation, if you have not already done so, will be
an important step in your life. Your choice should therefore be care-
fully considered. You ought to have as much information as possible on
which to base your final decision and plans.

In this exercise you will collect more information ablut some of
the occupations or occupational groups which you listed as alternatives
in Exercise 3. Choose the ones in which you are most interested for
further detailed study. Perhaps, at this point, you have already decided
on a particular occupation or group of occupations. In that case, you
should spend all your time collecting information on it. If you are not
sure about an occupation yet, then collect information on several occupa-
tions until you have a clear understanding of each.

When you used the Exploring Occupations Kit in the last exercise,
you listed occupational groups by number and perhaps later by name. Your
instructor will show you how to use these numbers and names of Occupational
Groups to find information about them in the Canadian Classification and
Dictionary of Occupations, Volumes 1 and 2, the Occupational Reference
Index, the SRA Occupational Exploration Kit, Canadian Occupational Zroups
and other occupational information materials. You may also be able to get
information about certain occupations from the people.

Then you should record information about several occupations or
occupational groups on the Occu ational Description forms which follows.
Each form has three pages, and t re are enough orms to record informa-
tion about four occupations. You do not need to fill in every space if
the.information called for is not important to you. On the other hand,
if you need more space, you can use an extra notebook.
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OCCUPATIONAL DESCRIPTION

OCCUPATION

HISTORY & IMPORTANCE

NATURE OF THE WORK

.www.name................................

WORKING CMIDITIONS

4.011.........,,,...,.



IhORK ORGANIZATIONS
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QUALIFICATIONS PROFILE

APT: G V N S P Q K F M E C PA EC GED SVP INTS. TEMPS.

.10141.011

INTERPRETED REQUIREMENTS

YEARS OF SCHOOL

SPECIAL TRAINING

CERTIFICATES, DIPLOMAS, ETC. REQUIRED

nee.

SPECIAL SKILLS

USUAL LOCATIONS

OTHER NOTES



TRANSFER POSSIBILITIES

129

ADVANCEMENT POSSIBILITIES

FUME PROSPECTS

I

........a.

PAY AND OTHER BENEFITS
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OCCUPATIONAL DESCRIPTION

GROUP # NAME

OCCUPATION

HISTORY & IMPORTANCE

NATURE OF THE WORK

WORKING axenTion
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TRANSFER POSSIBILITIES

ADVANCEMENT POSSIBILITIES

I.wwww01,..

FUTURE PROSPECTS

PAY AND OTHER BENEFITS



WORK ORGANIZATIONS
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QUALIFICATIONS PROFILE

APT: GVNSPQRFMEC PA EC GED SVP INTS. TEMPS.

.106110.

1.11.10M

INTERPRETED REQUIREMENTS

YEARS OF SCHOOL

SPECIAL TRAINING

CERTIFICATES, DIPLOMAS, ETC. REQUIRED

.1.1.PRIPIO*0

SPECIAL SKILLS

lOellarlewrgeF1100...,1

USUAL LOCATIONS

OTHER NOTES
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OCCUPATIONAL DESCRIPTION

GROUP #

OCCUPATION

HISTORY & IMPORTANCE

NAME OF THE WORK

WORK! NG CONDITIONS
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TRANSFER POSSIBILITIES

ADVAICS*NT POSSIBILITIES

FUTURE PRMPECTS

PAY AND OTHER BENEFITS



WORK ORGANIZATIONS
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QUALIFICATIONS PROFILE

APT: G V N S P Q K F M E C PA EC GED SVP INTS. TEMPS.

INTERPRETED REQUIREMENTS

YEARS OF SCHOOL

SPECIAL TRAINING

CERTIFICATES, DIPLOMAS, ETC. REQUIRED

TIP

SPECIAL SKILLS

USUAL LOCATIONS

OTHER NOTES



GROUP

OCCUPATION

HISTORY & IIPORTANCE

NATURE OF TIC PORK
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OCaPATIONAL DESCRIPTION

WAKING CONDI TI ONS



TRANSFER POSSIBILITIES
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ADVANCEMENT POSSIBILITIES

FUTURE PROSPECTS

4

PAY AND OTHER BENEFITS
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QUALIFICATIONS PROFILE
APT: G V N S P Q K F M E C PA EC GED SVP INTS. TEMPS.

aum. ow. eiMe R..

INTERPRETED REQUIRevENTS
YEARS OF SCHOOL

SPECIAL TRAINING

CERTIFICATES, DIPLOMAS, ETC. REQUIRED

1111.11VeMees

TetP1101

SPECIAL SKILLS

USUAL LOCATIONS

OTHER NOTES
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U N I T 3: MAKING AN OCCUPATIONAL. CHOICE

Exercise 1. MALOARASTA0amelqEML

In this exercise you will apply Step 4 (Evaluate Alternatives and
Decide) of the decision-making strategy from Topic IV. It may be help-
ful for you to review Step 4 of the example exercise on renting an
apartment in Topic IV before you do this exercise.

Read over all the alternatives that you listed on various forms
in Unit 2 and choose the occupations or occupational groups that you
want to consider seriously as choices. Try to identify certain occupa-
tions which you think you would like or which meet several of your
criteria. Then record them on the form Evaluatin Alternatives, which
follows. There is space on the form for up to ourteen occupations or
occupational groups, but you do not have to fill them all in.

Review your alternatives to determine if you have all the knowledge
you need about each. Collect any more information you may want and
record it on an Occupational Description form such as you used in the
last exercise.

Then examine each occupation by applying the different criteria
across the top in turn. Ask yourself questions like these, "Does this
occupation agree with my first/second/third interest shown on the OVIS
scale? Does this occupation have a qualifications profile that I can
meet with my profile on interests, temperaments, physical activities,
etc? Will my negative criteria for temperaments, physical activities
and env;rnnmental conditions cause me to reject this occupation?"

As you consider each occupation, check off those criteria which
have been met, and write any remarks that may help you to make a choice-
decision later.

Then when you have examined all the occupations, you should choose
the occupation or occupations which have met the most criteria and re-
cord them as possible choices at the bottom of the form.
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EVALUATING ALTERNATIVES

Check Off Criteria Met Here

10 0..141 0 44
._44 .e aWrite the Occupations

1%4 1.040 4!You Want To Consider A4"II 4! ..Here
elh 4r A. Remarks14.4 qrQ. kr ct.

111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111

111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111111 11 1111
111

111111111illa
1111111111111111111 ii
1111111 1111
1111 1111111111
1111111111111111111111111

Choices: Write one or Ire of the occupations
you have chosen below. You;alllearn more about i , perhaps take training in it, and you may eventuallylook for a job in one of these chosen occupations.
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U N I T 4: EXPLORING JOBS

Exercise 1. Identifying Employer Organizations,

In this unit you will start to apply Step 5 (Plan to Implement the
Decision) of the decision - making strategy, and the rest of the course
will be concerned with skills that you will need to learn in order to plan
and implement a decision to find a job in your chosen occupation.

First of all, you should understand the difference between a IA
and an occupation. Think of a carpenter. His occupation is carpefiti*,
but he may hold a fob as a cabinet maker, as a WIFEiFTWM construction
company, building new houses or schools or office buildings, or as a
private contractor for small jobs. In each case he would be practising
his occupation of carpentry, but he would be in different jobs. Try to
think of the difference in this way: the man is a carpenter, but he
applies his skills and knowledge and does his actual work in a certain
1st. You may be able to think of some other examples likeibis.

At this time, you should have selected a single occupation or a group
of related occupations as your occupational choice. Now you can start to
find out about jobs. The questions you will have to answer are:

Where are all the jobs in my chosen occupation?

What kind of businesses employ people like me?

What are the jobs like where I can practise my chosen occupation?

Remember at this time you aren't looking for a job opening.

There are several places you can find out about employing organizations.
Some of these are telephone books (yellow pages), newspapers and business
directories. You can also just ask people whether they employ people in
certain occupations.

On the form EmployinOrganizations List which folloms, you uan list
organizations, buitnesses.and industries which employ people in your chosen
occupation or group of related organizations.
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EMPLOYING ORGANIZATIONS LIST

My occupational chcice is

Organizations which employ people in my occupation are:
1. Name

Address

Type of business

Approximate number of employees in this occupation

2. Name

Address

Type of business

Approximate number of employees in this occupation

3. Name

Address

Type of business

Approximate number of employees in this occupation

Name

Address

Type of business

Approximate number of employees in this occupation

5. Name

Address

Type of business

Approximate number of employees in this occupation



6. Name

Address

Type of business

Approximate number of employees in this occupation

7. Name

Address

Type of business

'-41,11=1MMIIIMINIMIIMPRIP,

Approximate number of employees in this occupation

8. Name

Address

Type of business

Approximate number of employees in this occupation

9. Name

Address

Type of business

Approximate number of employees in thit occupation

10. Name

Address

Type of business

Approximate number of employees in this occupation

11. Name

Address

Type of business

Approximate number of employees in this occupation



12. Name

Address
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Type of business

Approximate number of employees in this occupation

13. Name

Address

Type of business

Approximate number of employees in this occupation

14. Name

Address

Type of business

Approximate number of employees in this occupation

15. Name

Address

eak.........
Type of business

Approximate number of employees in this occupation

16. Name

Address

Type of business

Approximate number of employees in this occupation
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Exercise 2. Describing Jobs

In Exercise 1 you completed a list of employing organizations.
The next step is to find out more information about particular jobs in
your chosen occupation. Use all the sources of information you can:
reference books in your classroom and library, information pamphlets from
government departments, employers and employment agencies, and even
follow students who may have knowledge of particular jobs and occupations.

Fill in the information you collect on jobs on the Jub Descri tion
forms that follow. There are forms for you to describe up to our
specific jobs. You do not need to fill them all in; on the other hand,
if you want to describe more jobs, you should use your own ootebook.



Occupational Group Number

Occupational Group Name

Occupation (s)

1.

2.

3.
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JOB DESCRIPTION

Employing Organizations

1.

2.

Nature Of The Work

Working Conditions



Advancement Possibilities
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Future Prospects

Pay And Other Benefits

Work Organizations

Particular Qualifications

Certificates. Diplomas And Other Credentials Required

Other
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J08 DESCRIPTION

Occupational Group Number

Occupational Group Name

Occupation (s)

1.

Employing Organizations

1.

2.

3.

Nature Of The Work

6.

Working Conditions



Advancement Possibilities
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0001PM...41.0POOMMYWPRO

Future Prospects

Pay And Other Benefits

Work Organizations

Particular Qualifications

Certificates, Diplomas And Other Credentials Required

Other
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406 DESCRIPTICM

Occupational Group Number

Occupational Group Name

Occupation (s)

1.

2.

3.

Employing Organizations

1.

2.

3.

Nature Of The Work

4.

6.

Working Conditions



Advancement Possibilities
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Future Prospects

411010.1e

Pay And Other Benefits

Work Organizations

Particular Qualifications

Certificates, Diplomas And Other Credentials Required

Other
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JOB DESCRIPTION

Occupational Group Number

Occupational Group Name

Occupation (s)

1.

2.

3.
6.

Employing Organizations

1. 4.

2. 5.

3. 6.

Nature Of The Work

01411...141W'

Working Conditions



Advancement Possibilities
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a

Future Prospects

Pay And Other Benefits

Work Organizations

Particular Qualifications

Certificates, Diplomas And Other Credentials Required



INQUIRY

TELEVISION

CONVERSATION

NEWSPAPER

vf

I D I FYING
JOB

OPPORTUNITIES



U N I T 1

Exercise 1.

HI 11157

USING SERVICES OF AGENCIES

Causes of Job Openings

At this point you begin a series of activities which will help you
find a job opening and get a job. A good place to start is by looking
at the causes of job openings. There always seem to be jobs advertised
in the newspaper, through Manpower Centres and other places. What causes
employers to be looking for new employees?

Generally, job openings are causes by two main things:

1. people leaving jobs;
2. new jobs being created.

Why do people leave jobs? Some people leave to accept a different
job because they prefer the new one over the one they have. Most people
change jobs because they want better pay or a better work location, or
because they think they will be more satisfied in the new job. Other
people leave jobs because they are dismissed by the employer for one reason
or another. Still other people leave because of health reasons. Death and
retirement make openings available new employees. With all these changes,
it's not hard to see that jobs are °perm up all the time.

The creation of new jobs also makes job openings. New businesses or
industries must hire completely new staff to get started. Businesses
which expand also cause job openings because expansion usually requires
more people to operate additional branch offices or new machinery. Try
to think of some place in your community which is new and where people are
working at jobs which did not exist one year ago. Try to think of some
place where new peo':e have been hired because of expansion.

Job Openings by Population,

The number of job openings is also important. Of course, in a large
city, more jobs will be available and will likely be of many different
kinds. A smaller community will have fewer openings, and perhaps the kinds
of jobs available will be limited.

Here is a table which shows the number of job openings you might expect
in cities of different sizes.
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Table 1
...

Zit Population
Approximate

Workin Peculation
Jobs Open On
An One Da

1,000,000 400,000 4,000
500,000 200,000 2,000
100,000 40,000 400
50,000 20,000 200
30,000 12,000 120
15,000 6,000 60
5,000 2,000 20
3,000 1,200 12

the kinds of job openings also affect your chances of getting a job.Jobs in Canada are of many different kinds, but these can be shown ingroups. Table 2 will help show you what kinds of jobs there are, and whatpercent each, is of all Canadian jobs.

Table 2

Occupation Percent or Al!
Canadian Jobs

Craftsmen 29%
Professional & Technical 10%
Farming

10Y.
Transportation and Com-
munications 7%

Clerical 6%
Labour 6%
Sales

5%
Logging 1%
Mining 1%
All others 25%

Table 3 shows the kinds of jobs in more detail, along with their
percentages.

Occupation

Machinists

Drivers (truck, taxi, bus)
Construction (except carpenters
Carpenters
Mechanics

Equipment Operators
Foremen in Crafts
Stenographers - Typists
Electricians
Clothing Manufacturers
Food Preparation

Percent of All
Canadian Jobs

5%
5%

4%
4%
4%
3%

3%
3%

2%
1%

1%
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The following table shows the expected number of jobs open on any
working day in cities with different populations. For example, suppose
you want to find out how many job vacancies there are for machinists in
a city of 50,000. The last chart showed that machinists are about 5% of
all Canadian jobs. Look down the column under 5!, in this table until you
reach the line for a city of 50,000. You could expect about 10 jobs open
for machinists in that city on any working day. Remember that these
figures are only averages for all of Canada. They may not be exactly right
for your community, but they show a general trend.

Table 4

Expected Numbers of Jobs Open on Any Working Day*

City Percent of all Canadian Jobs
population l'', 2''G 3"/ 4Y 5T 6;, 7

1,000,000 40 80 120 160 200 240 280

800,000 32 64 96 128 160 192 224

500,000 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

300,000 12 24 36 48 60 72 84

200,000 8 16 24 32 40 48 56

100,000 4 8 12 16 20 24 28

80,000 3 6 10 13 16 19 22

50,000 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

30,000 1 2 4 5 6 7 8

20,000 1 2 2 3 4. 5 6

15,000 2/3 1 2 2 3 4 4

10,000 1/2 1 1 2 2 2 3

5,000 1/5 1/2 2/3 1 1 1 1

3,000 1/8 1/4 1/3 1/2 2/3 3/4 1

* Numbers of jobs below 1 per day are shown as a fraction, e.g
2/3, which should be read as "2 jobs every 3 days."
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Expected Numbers of Jobs Open in Ny Community

You can use the figures in Table 4 to find how many jobs you mightexpect to be open on any working day in your community. Select two orthree sample occupations from Tables 2 and 3 and list their names andpercents on the form below. Next select the populeition figure fromTable 4 which is nearest to the size of your community. Then you canread off the expected number of vacancies ft-cm Table 4 and write them onthe form.

Nir

Population % of All Expected Vacancies
Occupation of my Canadian Per

Community Jobs Working Day
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Exercise 2. Using Employment Agencies

For you to get a job, a job must exist. You must also have the
qualifications to get it. You have seen that jobs of all kinds are opening
all the time. Often the most difficult part, and one which most people
handle quite badly, is finding out about job openings.

One was to find job openings is to use an employment agency. Employ-
ment agencies are places where employers place requests for employees and
where people go to find out about jobs. They are a kind of job marketplace.

There are two kinds of employment agencies. One of these is the public
agency such as the Canada Manpower Centre. The otEEF kind are private
agencies which operate in much the same way as a job market place, but they
charge a fee for their services.

Your instructor will discuss these agencies, their services and how
to use them properly. There may be some booklets in your classroom which
will tell you about the agencies. Perhaps someone from the Canada Manpower
Centre or other agency will visit your class.

Here are some of the services which you might expect to get at an
employment agency.

1. Information about job openings.

2. Assistance in arranging interviews or making contact with
employers.

3. Testing and evaluation of your interests and aptitudes to
see which occupation you might consider.

4. Help in preparing letters, application forms and resumes .

5 Information about training and often information about how to
get financial assistance to take training.

6. Information about jobs in other locations and information
and assistance to relocate if necessary.
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UNIT 2: USING THE MEDIA

Exercise 1. pAiplNewslapers and Other Media

Information about job openings is made available to people through
the media. The most common of these are newspapers, radio, TV and employmentbulletins and journals. Knowing how to find information in these and using
them properly is an important job search skill.

Newspapers

Many employers find new people for their organization by advertising
in newspapers. If you are looking for a job, a good place to find out
about an opening is in the newspaper classified section under the "Employment"
or "Helli.Wanted" sections. Sometimes jobs are classified by type such as
professional, clerical, construction or other groupings.

Reading the advertisements also requires some skill. Often abbreviations
are used which you must know how to read if you want to find out if the jobis one you might want to get. Your instructor will go over several of these
with you so that you can get some practice reading them.

Here are two examples. Answer the questions after each of these aspractice in reading advertisements.

PERMANENT EMPLIYMENT

Catalogue order desk sales
person required. Steady
work. Eust be able to meet
the public. Training on
the Job. Apply in writing
to Catalogue Sales.

Western Safety Supplie
Box 1700

a. What type of work is it?

b. What company is advertising the job?

c. How can you find out more about the job?

d. List 2 other things the ad tells you about
the job.



HELP WANTED

Driver-Sales person re-
quired for local bakery.
City route. Five days per
week. All benefits. Good
wages. Permanent employ-
ment for the right person.
Must be bondable. Call
in person at the personnel
office.

Best Bread Ltd.
1207 Industrial Road
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a. What type of work is it?

b. What company is advertising the job?

c. How can you find out more about the job?

List two other things the ad tells you
about the job.

Other Media

Besides newspapers, some employers advertise through their own employment
bulletins. Governments find people in this way by posting lists of job open-
ings in special places. The Federal Government of Canada has employment
bulletins in all post offices. These can be seen by any person. If they
aren't posted on a bulletin board, ask the postmaster to see them. Provincial
governments usually have their lists available at certain government offir:-;.
Other places you might see employment bulletins are at union buildings,
schools and colleges, and of course at employment agencies.

If you live in an area where there is a public library, there will be,
a periodical section in the library where trade journals will be available.
Look through this section for journals which have job advertisements. The
library also is a good place to find out-of-town newspapers which contain
job advertisements.
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U N I T 3: USING PERSONAL CONTACTS

Exercise 1. Using Personal Contacts

Person-to-person contacts with friends, relatives and former employers
are often useful to find out about job openings. Sometimes the contact caneven take the form of a job application, simply by asking about an opening.
There are some types of jobs which require a person to be at a certain place
at a certain time, and that is the only application required. Use your per-sonal contacts to find out about these situations.

Personal contacts are really of two kinds. One kind is people you know.These are your friends, neighbours, relatives, former employers, formerteachers and others. The other kind are people you don't know. These willbe employers whom you contact just to ask about jobs. Both kinds are impor-tant to you in your job search.

In using the people you know, your main task is to contact them and findout if they know of any job openings for you. If these people are employers,your contact will be to ask for a job. These are some important points toremember in using personal contacts:

1. Always get all the details about the job.
2. Always ask if you can use the person as a reference.
3. Always tell your contact the results of the suggested

action.
4. Always thank your contact for his help.

When making personal contacts with employers, consider the size of thebusiness. Here is a guide to finding possible openings.



Job Openimly Size Of Firm

Size of Firm
Possibility of Vacancy
On Any Working Day

Very Large
Over 100 employees

1 vacancy per 100
employees

Large
75-100 employees

1 vacancy in every
2 firms

Medium
20-75 employees

1 vacancy in 2 out
of 5 firms

Small
Less than 20 employees

1 vacancy in 1 out
of 5 firms

This chart shows that you will need to see more small employers to
find openings than larger ones. Remember also that small employers often
do not use application forms nor have large personnel offices. Personal
contacts can be effective - so call on lots of these. Watch for "Help
Wanted" signs too.



DATE

NAME

DEPENDANTS

ADDRESS 04/

EXPERIENCE

"CAKING
JOB

APPLICATI

II
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UNIT 1 : COMPLETING APPLICATION FORMS

Exercise 1. pliatiantarpsM

After finding a job opening, your next task will be to make application
for the job in the most appropriate way. Many employers have employment
applications which they require applicants to fill out. These forms are
used by the employer to get the information he needs to make decisions about
hiring new staff. In this unit, you will have a chance to learn to fill in
application forms and practice on several different examples.

The form on the next page is a fairly standard application form. Your
instructor will go through it part by part. You can complete the form
with your own information as each part is explained.



NAME
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APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT NO. 1

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE00000,--00.0.00000.0,.0000001000 41....40,0 -16010 0.0 0.0
.001/04

40, -0-000..0.-,

MARITAL STATUS

CONDITION OF HEALTH

NUMBER OF DEPENDANTS

40* 101W.....0106 110.00,01,

SOC. INS. NO.

WEIGHT HEIGHT

WIFE (HUSBAND) WORK?

EDUCATION

HIGH SCHOOL GRADE COMPLETED YEAR SCHOC)

LIST OTHER EDUCATION:

Course Year Completed
4... 01001110.000

00*

AGE
...1010.

SEX

School

EXPERIENCE: LIST ALL JOBS UNDER THE GIVEN HEADINGS. START WITH MOST
RECENT OR PRESENT POSITION.

Employer
e0100.k.0.10100.001k .0.000000*, 0,0,0 010.0 lam0

Position From To Supervisor

00(,(00 0,0 TV00000,00011,41,0

LIST 3 REFERENCES HERE:
3I? .1,, f" ,^4;t .=.11. T. 1.

Name Address

.40.01.41. 000,

01010.0.0,

Telephone

.00,0,010,00-.00101110
-0000000,-te0.0.0

DATE
SIGNATURE

0,-.0-.101010 0. 0 0.0 010,...., -000.
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Exercise 2. Application for Employment No. 2

The first impression many employers will get from you is your ap-
plication form. If you fill it out correctly and neatly, it will tell
him positive things about your aptitudes and reliability and acquaint
him with your skills and experiences. Each employer has a form which
asks the questions he feels are necessary for his decision. The form
we are going to use as the example in this exercise may be more compli-
cated than most, but it will give you a good idea of the type of ques-
tions you will have to answer.

HERE IS A GOOD CHECK LIST TO FOLLOW. When you have finished filling
in the form, come back to this list as a guide to checking your form.

1. The form must be accurate.

2. The information must be complete,

3. The information must be honest.

4. The form must be neat.

S. The written instructions must be followed.

6. All responses must be typewritten or written in ink.

The following pages give a step-by-step set of instructions to fill
out the sample form. Read carefully the information for each number
on the instruction page; then complete that part of the application
form. After you have finished it, check it to see if you have followed
all the points in the Check List above.
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APPLICATION
FOR

EMPLOYMENT.
(PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY7IPF

PERSONAL

41111kSocial Insurance No. __,run
Present Address

itt *shone No

Minns tonsil

Sink:

Previous address in CanadaW

Now long did you live there?

City

How long have you lived at above address'

City Planate

Height ft in 4111/WelVit
Marital Status. stgle Cl Engaged CI Married 13 Separated ti Divorced Q Widowedr, Date of Marriage
Date of birth

Day

Number of children Their ages

Does your wife/husband work',

Do you own your own home?

You

If yes, what kind?

Pay rent?

Stitt M.
Number of dependents

Do you have any physical defects that could limityour effectiveness in position applied for! If yes, describe
Have you had a major illness in the past 5 years?_ If yes, describe
Have you received compensation for injuries? If yes, describe

Poitition(s) applied for

His or her earnings Sper week
Monthly rent Irf you rent). Own a car?

Would you work FullTerne Part-Tune
Were you previously employed by us? res,

Rate of pay expected S per week
Specify days and hours if part time

WORK EXPERIENCE

Please state all the Ohs you have held since you started working. Kindly include all part-time or summer employ-
ment whilst attending school.tar* 46.

MAMIE OP COMPANY
OR SMPUOYeRya. MONYNY

'ALA*, RRARON ROR
SAAVINO
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Each firm has its own way of filling out the forms. Some firms require
both printing and writing. They may use this to see if you follow instruc-
tions. Read the instructions at the top of the form carefully. The date is
the day you fill out the form.

On forms where space is not supplied for day, month and year, write
out the name of the month in all places a date is requested.

They may ask you to list your name in one of several ways. Your last,
or family, or surname is usually put down first, but it may be the other way
around. They will also want your first and middle name or your first name
and initial of your second name. Or they may just want your initials. Be
careful. Put down exactly what they ask for. If you have no second name
put a small dash in that space.

In most cases, you will be asked for your Social Insurance Number. List
it the same way it is on your card: three groups of three numbers.

In the address section, give your normal, complete, mailing address.
They may want to offer you a job and they'll want to find you with the least
amount of effort.

Your phone number includes your area code; this application may have to
go to a head office.

Previous address; give the full address and how long you were there.

Your height and weight are usually requested, but some firms even want
the colour of your eyes and the colour of your hair.

Marital status. Some firms want very accurate information. Some firms
don't. If there is a future marriage or divorce ahead of you, put down your
status as of the day you fill in the form and a note of potential change.

Your date of birth. Your sex. This may not seem necessary when, to
you, your first name is obviously male or female. Fill it in; the person
who reviews this application doesn't like playing guessing games.

Other dependants. This is the total number of dependants, including
children, spouse, parents or others.



FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Possible Work

Locations
Possible
Positions
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APPLICATION
FOR

EMPLOYMENT
(PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY)

PERSONAL

Present Address

iris
MAMIE inthat

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Work
Location_ Rate

Position , Date

Date:

Social Insurance No.

City Pm***
Telephone No.

Mew on have you lived at above address'
Previous) address in Canada

Mow long did you live there'

No. Stmt

Height ft in

041401ef

Waif/tit
Marital Status:. Single E3 Engaged a Married 11 Separated p Divorced CI Widowed Date of Marriage--
Date of birth

Seri hiMt del

Number of children Their ages

Does your wife /husband work?

DO you own your own home/

Yak

Number of dependents

yea, what kind? His or her earnings S----per week
ay rent?_.

Do you have any physical defects that could limit
youreffectiveness in positron applied for? If yes, describe _

Have you had a major illness in the past 5 years ?_ if yes, describe
Have you received compensation for injuries' If yes, describe

position(*) applied for

Monthly rent (if you rent) Own a car1-

Rate of pay expected
Would you work FullTims PartTirne Specify days and hours if part time
Were you previously employed by us? If yes, when?- _

WORK EXPERIENCE

per week

Please state all the jobs you have held since you started working - kindly include all part -time or summer
ment whilst attending school.

employ-

ESSE

11111MI

ATE --.....---. NAM' Or COMPANY
Oh emPLOrel *DORM

IIIIIIIIIII
NAM'S Or
Mittel. OR
JOIN kW,

ma ofrgym
SALMI,'

Fttote .r,
V Tort V n .

III
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They sometimes want to know if your spouse works, what his/her position
is, and in some cases, how much he/she makes and how long he/she has been
there. The question about his/her salary may seem quite personal, but these
applications are treated in confidence and these figures don't become public
knowledge.

A few application forms ask questions about your home or your'car.
Again, this may seem to be none of their business, but the person who reviews
these applications in order to select the ones he wants to interview has very
likely never met you or the other applicants. This application form is the
only guide he has and he will want to form an opinion about you before he
sets up the interview.

Physical defects or 'limitations. Most firms 1
physical limitations you may have and, if you are
from complete medical services, they want to know
Generally, they want to know about such things as
speech impediments, etc.

ant to know about any
in a more remote area, away
quite a bit of detail.
hearing loss, poor eyesight,

What position do you want? Be specific! An answer like "anything" or
"whatever you have open" doesn't really impress employers.

State the salary you expect. If you feel you should start at the minimum
wage level until you get into the swing of things, put it down. A lot of em-
ployers are getting wary of people who feel they should start at the top. On
the other hand, if you feel you have to have more than the minimum wage in
order for you to go to work, state what the minimum salary for you would have
to be.

Do you want to work full or part-time? If you are prepared to work only
part-time, say so. Sometimes a part-time job can develop into a full-time
job.

Your past jobs. Be as accurate as you can. Over the years, we sometimes
forget salary levels, the address of firms, the starting and finishing dates,
but put down as much as you can. The usual practice is to list the last job
you had first and go back from there. Be honest in stating your reason for
leaving those jobs.
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RECORD OF EDUCATION

School COURSE OF STUDY.. il
(Including Mayor Subjec,ts

Years Attended

From To

Check Last
Year

Completed

Old You
Graduate?

LAI
Diploma

Or Degree

Elementary

5 6 8
CI Yes

CI No

WW1
.

1 2 3 4

6

a Yet

1:: No

University ___________ _......_
4 2 3 4

0 Veta No

...-,

Other

{Specify)
%

3
( ii Yee

a No

---

Lest any friends or relatives waiking for us

Were you ever convicted'
NMmr

If yes, describe in full

PERSONAL REFERENCES
Name and Occupation

Refe16004110

arteetr4141

iNot fiormer Employers or Relatives)

Address Phone Number

Nave you over been bonded? If yes. on what jobs?
May we contact the employers listed? If not. indicate by No. which *nets, you do not wish us to contact

. _The facts eel forth *boys in my application for employment are true and complete. I understand that if employed, false statementsan this application shall bit considered sufficient cause for dismissal.

Sierawir el Aphcs in
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Your education. Again, dates may be hard to remember, but some firm;
want to know more than just the year. Under the other, or special or night
school heading, list the courses that you have taken such as business
courses, first aid, technical courses. Don't list hobby courses. For other
languages, state whether you are fluent in the use or have a basic knowledge
only.

There are other questions that are required for certain industries such
as "do you have any relations working for the company" or "have you ever been
convicted". Answer truthfully.

Finally, what references do you have? References are the people who
the employer can call to find cut about you. Most firms request that you
don't use relatives as a reference and many request that you don't use former
employers. Before you use anyone's name, be sure you check with him first.
It may just happen that your reference and the firm you want to be employeJ
at are not on the best of terms. Using that reference may do you more harm

than good. If you do get the job, be sure to thank the persons you used as
references.

When you have completed the form, read it completely over once more.
Perhaps you missed a question or did not read the question correctly. Go

over the information for each number to see that all the points have been

covered.
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Exercise' 3.
mA5AILIYaWmationFma

The next form is the Master Registration Form used in CanadaManpower Centres. Besides giving you more practice, completing it nowwill help you if you need to fill it in at the Manpower Centre lateron Your instructor will discuss the form and explain what informationis required. It is not necessary for you to fill in the area on theright hand side of the first page, nor the oval blocks where the CMCfills in coded information.

The Master Registration Form reproduced on the next two pages isexpected to be changed early in the summer of 1974. Your instructorshould be able to get copies of the new form, along with instructionson how to complete it, from your local CMC office.
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U N I T 2 : PREPARING LETTERS AND RESUMES

Exercise 1. Itemized Model Resume

A resume' is a summary of your personal information such as age, sex,
marital status, health, your educat on an training, your work experience
and usually the names of your references. A resume must be directed to ,a
prospective employer.

The summary of your work experience and your achievements may become
one of the most important things you prepare in your job search. You
should use an accepted model and write it carefully.

A good resume will help in the following ways:

1. It will create a favourable impression with an employer.
2. It may excite the interest of an employer.
3. It will outline your personal characteristics and point out your

qualifications.
4. It will focus attention on your special abilities.
5. It will give you the best opportunity to be hired for a job that

suits your qualifications.

HERE IS A CHECK LIST TO FOLLOW when preparing your resume. Look back
at the list after you have done yours to see that all the points are covered.

It should include:

Personal information - name, age, sex, full address, marital status,
family and dependants, state of your health.

2. Education and training information - education level completed,
special training, certificates, diplomas, degrees, etc. with dates
received.

3. Experience - your work experiences with brief descriptions of your
duties and responsibilities for each job you have held.

4. Reference - list of names of persons who can tell the employer about
your characteristics, education and work experience.

Work through the model resume which follows. Notice how this person
has grouped the information. Think of what you would be writing about
yourself.
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RESUME OF

STEPHANIE JOAN LAMBERT

2206 - 6th Avenue East

Maple Leaf, Saskatchewan

S9V 2E7

Telephone: (306) 858-4579
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THE PARTS OF A RESUME

A ATILOYMPali

The resume often contains a title or cover page which gives the
following information:

Your full name.

Your full mailing address, including postal code.

Your telephone number, including area code.

This page gives the prospective employer all the informatior, needed
to contact you if he wishes an interview. It also places this information
immediately in front of him.
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Stephanie Joan Lambert

2206 - 6th Avenue East
Maple Leaf, Saskatchewan S9V 2E7

Telephone: (306) 858-4579

EMPLOYMENT OBJECTIVE

Salesclerk in the retail sales of floral specialties, gifts orfabrics.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Meeting and Dealing
with People

Ability

During my employment as a salesclerk, I was
recognized by the Department Manager for my
ability to handle difficult customers. As
a switchboard operator, I gained a reputation
for my tact. As a housewife for the past 12
years, I have had to use tact and discretion
in a variety of difficult situations.

Through my involvement in community work over
the past 5 years (meals-on-wheels program -
delivering food to shut-ins) I have had to
meet and work with many people and I was
particularly praised for my patience with the
sick. As convenor for my hobby club, I was
responsible for maintaining a roster of the
members; then I had to contact them when it
was their turn to donate lunch.

At home I have learned to operate and maintain
a variety of equipment - washer, dryei., stove
and many small appliances. I learned to make
temporary repairs to small appliance wiring.
An eager learner, I have become an excellent
cook and have been praised for the originality
of my menus and quality of meals.

In order to attend night classes in ceramics
and sewing and to participate in community work,
I learned to drive in just 4 lessons (I hold a
valid driver's licence). I took up ceramics
and quickly learned molding techniques, the
application of color and glaze and the operation
of the kiln. In sewing, I was complimented for
my progress and application of techniques.
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B Bogy of the Resume

In the upper left-hand corner, the information which was on the
title page is repeated.

Your full name.

Your complete address.

Your telephone number.

EMPLOYMENT OBJECTIVE

A short statement of your goals or what you wish to do on the job.

WORK EXPERIENCE

This can be arranged:

a. by subject as shown in the example; or

b. by actual jobs held in your work experience. If this
method is used you should:

i. Always list your last job first, working back
toward your first job.

ii. Place the dates where they can be seen easily.

Example

Truck driver-mechanic - Arctic Oil Company. April,
1970 - Present. Driving water truck to oil
drilling rig. Routine maintenance and lubri-
cation to truck. Supervisor - N.A. Cartier.

Taxi driver - White Cab Co. July, 1969 - March,
1970. Driving taxi in city on various shifts.
Handling cash and keeping books of car maintenance
records. Left to accept job with the oil company.
Supervisor - J.H. White.
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RELATED EXPERIENCE

Experiences that you have had outside of paid jobs that prepare
you for employment. These could be hobbies, school activities,
etc.

EDUCATION

List all education and training courses taken. Include:

a. type of training or education,

b. place of training (if college or technical school,
list city name).

c. whether you completed course of study or not.

date of completion (year only).

PERSONAL DATA

State pertinent information briefly about yourself.

REFERENCES

Name people who know you and your work and can tell prospective
employers about you. Include:

a. name.

b. address.

c. occupation.

e. telephone number (if you know it).

Obtain permission to use a person as a reference.



Handling Money

RELATED EXPERIENCE

In school, I learned to type and use the adding machine. I have developed
a good knowledge in matching colors and materials. I have developed my
ability to prepare and arrange pleasing displays.
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An important aspect of being a good homemaker is
making the most of the family income. To do this,
I plan all purchases of food, clothing and house-
hold items, compare price and quality, then make
purchases using cash, cheques or credit card. In
the home, I share the responcibility with my husband
for paying bills and budgeting the income.

As convenor for the hobby club, I am required to
collect and count cash at each meeting, make bank
deposits and report the balance to club members.

I had to handle cash, cheques and credit purchases
and was responsible for may cash float when I
worked as a salesclerk.

EDUCATION

Completed
Completed
Completed

Grade 11, 1958
evening course in ceramics, Community College, 1970
evening course in sewing, Community College, 1972

PERSONAL DATA

Age - 32
Height - 5'4"
Weight - 115 s.
Health - excellent
Marital Status - married, 2 children, ages 7 and 11
Interest - ceramics, sewing and community work

REFERENCES

Mr. John S1YTHE
Manager
Tru-Value Mart
Rosthern, Saskatchewan

Tel. (306) 205-7649

Mrs. T. CHECKERS
Operations Supervisor
C.N. Communications
Camloops, Saskatchewan

Tel. (306) 295-3321

Mrs. Janet BLAIRE
1515 Maple Drive
Maple Leaf, Saskatchewan

Tel. (306) 765-8693
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Exercise 2. Preparing a Resume

On the following pages, write a resume of your own, using the model
you have just been through as a guide. Look at the check list-before starting.



Exercise 3. Itemized Model Letter of Application

The letter of application may be the first sample of your work
which a prospective employer sees. From it he will form an opinion
about you, your attitudes and abilities. Remember, he may read it
before he has even met you, or before he reads a resume of your quali-
fications and before he sets a date for a job interview. The letter
should leave the employer wanting to know more about you and looking
forward to reading your resumd and an interview with you.

HERE IS A GOOD CHECK LIST TO FOLLOW when writing job application
letters. Look at the list again after you write your letters.

1. Be brief and to the point.

2. Clearly identify the job you are applying for.

3. State your training and experience.

4. Ask for a job interview.

5. Provide the necesulyinfonatiotosollistnit.

6. Write it on erlt_mat.



Mr. John Reede
Personnel Manager
Reede's Electric
624 Maine Street
HANTSPORT, Nova Scotia

Dear Sir:

192

410 Tenth Street East
Hantsport, Nova Scotia
B6N 41(2

November 9, 1973

Please consider my application for the job of electric repairman,
advertised in Friday's Beacon. I believe that my training and ex-
perience have prepared me to handle the job to your satisfaction.

I am 30 years old, married and have two children. I completed
my grade ten at the Fairview High School in May of 1964. Since then,
I have taken a 32-week Electrical Construction course at the Tech.
For the past four years, I have been employed by Mr. J. Doe as a
helper in his Repair-It-Right Electric Shop. I have also worked as a
transit operator and a maintenance man.

Enclosed you will find a complete job and personal resume which
includes references.

I would appreciate an opportunity to discuss the job with you
at your convenience. I can be contacted by telephone at (Area Code
902) 864 - 3291.

enc.

Sincerely yours,

R4.4.44t Sp-itok
Robert Smith
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RETURN ADDRESS AND DATE - Give your full mailing address and the
date you are writing the 'letter. The month is written in full and not
abbreviated.

INSIDE ADDRESS - This is placed at the left margin but lower than
the date. It includes:

a. the name of the person to whom you are writing
(sometimes the name is not given).

the title or pclition of the person.

c. name of the organization or business.

d. the full address.

Notice the punctuation in all parts.

GREETING - The greeting should be the standard business address
such as tear Sir:" or "Dear Madam:". In the case of applying where
"Apply to the Manager" is advertised, "Dear Sir:" is the most appropriate.
If no name or position is given and you have the name of the organization
only, then direct your letter to "The Manager" in the inside address and
use "Dear Sir:" in the greeting.

THE POSITION APPLIED FOR - Give the name number (if known) or de-
scription of the job as it appeared in the a,,,:-tisement. Also state
where you learned of the job opening.

QUALIFICATIONS - Give the important details of your qualifications
particularly as they relate to the position you want. If you can, show
that you have the qualifications asked for in the advertisement. This
is the most important pot of the letter. You want the employer to be
interested in your qualifications so that he will want to know more about
you.

ENCLOSURES State in a sentence or two what you are enclosing with
the letter.

REQUEST FOR AN INTERVIEW - Show that you wish to have a job inter-
view and show that you can be available. State any times you are not
available due to work, or other reasons.

CLOSE - Include a complimentary close such as "Sincerely yours" or
"Yours truly", sign with your signature and type or print your name.
The "enc." at the left means "enclosures" which indicates, that you are
sending something with the letter. In this case a resume is enclosed.
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Exercise 4.
WritinullattgrofApplication

Choose one of the following
newspaper advertisements and write aletter of application for the job you choose. Follow the model you havejust worked through. The outline of the model is repeated on the nextpage. Look at the check list at the beginning of Exercise 3 beforestarting.

Today's Daily Press

STORE DETECTIVES

Store security officers are
wanted for large dept. store.
Full and part-time openings.
Training provided. Applicants
must be bondable. Regular
hours and good wages. Com-
pany benefits. Write to:

Northern Merchants Ltd.
Box 200

HOTEL POSITION

Reservations clerk is re-
quired by centrally located
motor-hotel. Evening shift.
Steady work, some weekends.
Good wages. Apply in own
handwriting to:

Box 2407

APiewaMM.

0.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES

We offer:
- a 5 yr. training prog.
- good starting salary
- holidays/benefits
- opportunity for advancement
Qualifications

- grade 10 minimum
- must be prepared to relocate
- good at meeting people
Write with full details of

education & experience to:

Box 503

4111.w.01.....

2 POSITIONS

Cleaners and pressers re-
quired. Regular hours 5 days
per week. Full or part-time.
Write to:

rlaza Quick Cleaners
South Plaza
Box 410
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FORM OF APPLICATION LETTER .

(Name of Employer)
Street Address or Box Number)
City, Province)
Postal Code)

Dear Sir: (or Dear Mr. ---)

(Position Applied For)

Your Street Address)
(City, Province)
(Postal Code)
(Date)

(Your Qualifications)

enc.

(Training and Experience) .

(Enclosures, If An .

Sincerely yours,

(Your Signature)

(Your Name Printed)
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Exercise 5. Wri.tten.ApplicationTRODIT491

Sometimes the best, way to make application for a job is by using a
resume and sending a letter along with the resuln. The purpose of the
resume, of course, is to outline your qualifications and experience to
the employer. The purpose of the letter is to bring the resume to his
attention and point out your qualifications for the job. Here is an ex-
ample of the content for such a letter.

Please (A.ini,ider my qualificationa and experience ail
'outline,: in the attached resume. in application Jr o the
F)oiticn which you have adVertiae4 in the

You will nutice that 1 have experience in the typeof work mentioned in your advertisement. I enjoy this
type of work and would 1,1k-e to continue in it.

1 can come for an interview at your convenience any
day after 3:00 p.m.

Write a resume and a covering letter in application for one of the
following jobs. Do your work on separate pieces of paper, but keep them
as models when they are completed. If you prefer, choose a job adver-
tisement from the local newspaper instead of one of these.

SHOE. DEPT.

An experienced person is
required for permanent em-
ployment selling a full line
of men's and womcn's shoes.
Good wages. 40 hour week.
Write with full details to:

Manager
Williams Limited
2461 Main Street

PRINTING SHOP

A person is wanted to train
as a general worker in a grow-
ing commercial printing shop.
Some experience helpful but
not necessary. Good opportun-
ity for advancement. Good
working conditions. Apply in
writing to:

City Litho Ltd.
1785 Northwest Blvd.
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UNIT l : IDENTIFYING J EXPECTATIONS

Exercise I. What the Employee Expects

When a person starts work on a new job, he makes an agreement with
an employer: the employed person agrees to do a certain job for a
certain length of time; in return, the employer promises to pay him for
his work.

The first thing we tend to think of is pay, but there are many other
conditions in employment. As an employee, you have a right to expect a
number of things from an employer. Most of these expectations have be-
come standard requirements in jobs in Canada.

In this exercise, you should read the three pages of cartoons called
"Job Expectations: What the Employee Expects" that follow and discuss
the points in class with your fellow students and the instructor.

By looking at these things now, it will help you to ask the right
questions during employment interviews. Perhaps you will decide to
change your ideas about what to expect. You may have to adapt yourself
to meet the deMands of the job. If you get all the information about
the job first, your expectations will more likely be close to what the
job requires.
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mom mum now aim OM= mill arm 1
iffes*Ing Contlitions

One of the first conditions that an employ-
ee can expect on the job is to be provided
with a safe, clean place to work. Although
some types of work will be associated with
certain hazards. it is the respeilsiLillti
of the employer to see that unsale condit-
ions are reduced to a minimum and that each
of his employees is provided with the pro-
Per tools and equipment to perform quickly
and efficiently the tasks he is hired to do.

Coployees

fiod
that

the
ideal

Sob
is

one

that
matches

their
oerSooal

goalificatioos

leith
those

required

by
the

Sob.
Ihe

match

should

ioclude

physical

abilities.

inter

ests.
emotional

needs.
aptitudes.

abilities

and
training' awn Itiwra.41

L9

Employees prefer jobs that have regular wo-
rking hours. jobs that have regular hours
(even though shift work may be involved)
that allow for a well-balanced life includ-
ing time for family activities and recreat-
ional activities are usually chosen even
when the opportunity to earn more goes with
longer hours.

ti 1-e. e.Ye".444,1:::r 1:"re*A40
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It is quite
normal for jobs to be evaluated

in terms of pay and other benefits.
the pay

should reflect the employee's
skills, abil-

ities and training. Sometimes, benefits

provided by the company are worth more to

the
employee than the actual salary.

In

examining a prospective job.a person Should

become as familiar with the benefits assoc-

iated with the lob as with the basic pay

schedule.
Unefits include such thing! ,-

vacations, pecsion
schemes,sick leave, pr

fit sharing and others.

most jobs pr. ;de employees with benefits
that have nothing to do with the salary.
These include pff-the-jop recreational and
social activities for the 'staff. Our work
life occupies a major part of our time and
the people we associate with at work form a
social group which is very important to job
satisfaction: Besides the informal associ-
ations, there are often company social
clubs, recreation clubs and in some cases
profession or trade associations.

Closely associated with pay and other immed-
iate benefits is the consideration of what
future prospects the job offers its employ-ees. Employees ask, "Will it provide stead),
employment?", is it reasonably certain that
the job will be able to provide for the fut-
ure, for the growth of my family, and for my
r?tirement?".

One aspect
that often affects

a person's

outlook
toward

a job is
the opportunity

that

the jot
affords him for promotion.

Workers

one
better

satisfied
if they are

fully
dwarf! of

the basis
on which

promotions
are made.

Often.
employees

expect
employers

to seek people fur management
positions

from

the existing
staff before

looking
outside

the company.
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Exercise 2. What the Emplorr Expects

In Exercise 1, you examined "What the Employee Expects". In return
for what he provides the employee, the employer also has certain expect-
ations. By thinking about these expectations now, you will be helped to
ask good questions during an employment interview. You will also get a
more realistic picture of the Job you are hoping to fill, and that may
help you to fill it better.

In this exercise, you should read _the three pages of cartoons called
"Job Expectations: What the Employer Expects" which follow. As you read
these expectations and discuss them with your fellow students and the
instructor, try to test yourself by asking, "Do I know this?" "Can I do

this?" "Am I like this?" Your job satisfaction, and how well your em-
ployer will be satisfied with you, may depend on how well you meet his
expectations.
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Employers who provide people with jobs are
paying for some type of productivity. One
of the more important things employers ex-
pect of an employee is dependability, or
the willingness of that person to produce
what he's agreed to produce. Dependabili-
ty can be displayed by being at work regu-
larly; being on time; sticking to the task
assigned;abiding by company policy; making
an honest account of company materials and
meeting work deadlines and schedules.

The KNOWLEDGE and the ABILITIES to perform
assigned tasks are known as skills. All
jobs require different skills at different
levels. Knowing and being able pr: the ba-
sis for any employment. They are necessary
to get and keep any job.

When an employer makes an agreement
to give a person a job, he can ex-
pect that employee to fulfill cer-
tain obligations. The following
illustrations show ten aspects of
performance and attitude that an
employer can expect from those who
are working for him.
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Closely allied with the quality of friend-

liness, is the ability to work with people

toward the accomplishment of an assigned

task. One person who is uncooperative can
destroy the effectiveness of a large team

of people. Teamwork involves:

a.) Not shirking one's part of an assign-
ment.

b.) Respecting the work and the contribu-
tions of other members of the team.

c.) Not seeking personal advancement or

recognition from the work of the en-

tire team.

4 4 . 4 » V 4
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The employee who is friendly by nature and
who gets along with others makes his work

and the work of people around him easier.
Most employees are going to spend about a

third of their day at work. They appreci..

ate this time being spent near a friendly

person, rather than a grouch.

atteition to safety

When a man works with a group of people,
his actions.& observations might not only
keep him from being injured but other mem-
bers of the staff as well. Carelessness
to safety factors can disrupt entire oper-
ations, cause injuries, and cost employers
unecessary expense. An employee should re-
member always to leave his working area in
a safe condition;

ilpee_see
mot / I

The first mark of good appearance on a job
is to be dressed appropriately for the job
you are to do. Some jobs require a busi-

ness suit,while others require heavy,close

fitting clothing. Good grooming is also

important. Appearance involves dressing &

grooming in such a manner that you do not

seem out of place while you're on the job.

4 -4 .1
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UNIT PRACTISING EMPLOYEE ROLES

Personal Job TraitsExercise I.

A good employee has to have good work habits. Good habits are as

easy to form as bad ones, and this is true of little habits as well as

the more important ones. Beginning now to practise good work habits can
be rewarding in a job search as well as on the job liter. Work habits

are important.

The way you perform on a job depends on your personal job traits.
Some examples are your persistence in finishing jobb, your punctuality,

and even the way you dress. You will have to learn to adapt your habits

to particular jobs; some jobs require one thing and some another.

One of the employer expectations you locKed at was skills. Of

course, you must be able to perform the tasks demanded on the job, but

many other expectations are included besides technical skills. In fact,

many people who fail to get jobs, or lose jobs, do so because of other

things like work habits and relations with people.

On the next page is a Check List of Personal Job Traits. You can

use it to test yourself. The follow4ng page has an evaluation for the

check list and a Past Performance Check List. Work through these check

lists to see how you rate. Yau may want to talk the results over priv-

ately with your instructor. If you should score low on the check lists,

don't give up. Consider that it is good to know which things might

cause you problems; you can use the information to improve your work

habits.
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Check List of Personal Job Traits

1. Is your personal appearance neat?

2. Are you conscious of appropriate dress?

3. Are you neat and orderly in your work?

4. Do you get to work on time?

5. Do you feel responsible for jobs
assigned to you?

6. Do you seek to perform jobs assigned to
you to the best of your ability?

7. Do you follow directions willingly?

8. Can you work without constant
supervision?

9. Are you friendly to othe r members of
the staff and employer?

10. Do you complete jobs which you start?

11. Are you willing to learn new skills?

12. Can you continue to work without
becoming bored or discontented?

13. Can you stand pressure?

14. Are you easily upset or nervous?

15. Do you respect fellow workers and
their jobs?

16. Can you cooperate with fellow workers?

17. If you don't understand instructions,
are you willing to ask for more
details?

18. Do you respect your supervisor and
the job he has to do?

19. Can you accept criticism?

20. Can you accept praise?

Some-
Always times Never

E:=
E=3
f:=1

I I

=1
C=D

=I I=

I

I

E=21I= ED I=

=1 ED1= =I
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Evaluation: How many checks did you put in each box?

Always r----1 Sometimes Never I

* If you have 0 in "Never", you will probably meet employer expect-

ations in most jobs.

* If you have up to 4 in "Never" and several in "Sometimes", you need

to look at those weak points. They could cause you trouble in

getting and keeping a job.

* If you have 5 or more in "Never" and several in "Sometimes", you

may not get a job, or if you do get a job, you will probably not be

able to keep it.

Past Performance Check List

In your last three jobs (or in the last three years):

Have you ever quit a job without giving the employer

notice?

2. Have you missed work for reasons other than sickness,

which put the employer in an uncomfortable position?

Has anger ever made a marked change in your working

ability?

4. Have you ever been ineffective on the job because of a

drinking habit?

5. Have you ever been scolded or dismissed because of

failure to do your job well?

6. Have you ever had an accident on the job because of

your carelessness?

Yes No

Evaluation: If you answered YES to any of these, you may have trouble

getting and keeping a job.
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Exercise 2. Planning, Self- Development

Rate your ability to meet employer expectations on the following
scale, and then fill in the char ',lifting it. If you need help from
the instructor, you should ask for it. You may also want to discuss
your ratings and plans for chan9t. privately with him.

Self-Rating Scale

Low High

1. Skills
1 2 3 4 5

2. Dependability 1 2 3 4 5

3. Friendliness
1 2 3 4 5

4. Teamwork
1 2 3 4 5

6. Attention to Safety
1 2 3 4 5

6. Appearance
1 2 3 4 5

7. Decision-Making 1 2 3 4 5

8. Enthusiasm
1 2 3 4 5

9. Industriousness 1 2 3 4 5

10. Working Habits
1 2 3 4 5

Things Which I
Should Change:

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

11111111111.11111

IIIIIIIIIIIIII
1111111111111111111

111.111111111111111

IIIIIMIIIIIIIIII

How I Plan To Change Them
Within The Next 30 Days:
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Exercise 3. Identify Job Expectations

In Exercises 1 and 2, you have looked at job expectations in a gen-

eral way for both employees and an employer. In this exercise, you can

look at expectations for a particular job and for a job interview.

Read the job descriptions below. Choose one of them, or any other

Job with which you are acquainted, and prepare a set of employer expect-

ations which you think you would have to meet to get and keep the job.

For the same job, prepare another set of expectations that the job would

have to meet so that you would be satisfied with it.

Compare the two sets of expectations and discuss them_with the

instructor and others in the class. Ask yourself these questions:

"Could I get the job ?" "Could I keep it?" "Would I want it?" "Could I

adapt to the job ?" "What are some things I should find out before I

apply for the job?"

Now put yourself in the place of the employer in the job situation

you have selected. What behaviours, attitudes, training and skills would

he look for as criteria for him to judge the qualifications of an appli-

cant in a job interview? Make a list of them on the form Preparing for

an Interview.

JOB #1 Manager Shipping Department (The Big Department Store)

Duties: Supervise shipping and receiving of all goods coming
into the store from suppliers and going out to cust-

omers. A staff of 5 work in the department, and 4
truck drivers work on deliveries. The manager must
keep the proper records, make damage claims, insure
proper packaging and addressing and that goods are

delivered on schedule. At peak periods, the manager

may assist in all parts of the work.

Salary: $4.00 per hour.

Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.., Tuesday to Saturday

Benefits: Permanent employment, pension plan and disability

insurance.



Company:

Other Info:
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It has stores in all large towns and cities. It
sells goods of all kinds usually found in department
stores but does not have a grocery department.

Employees in the store must belong to a union as a
condition of employment. Salary and other benefits
including some working conditions are negotiated bythe union.

The job is open because the present manager of the
Shipping Department is retiring.

JOB #2 Cashier - Coffee Shop, Twin Peaks Motor Hotel

Duties: Collect from the customers of the coffee shop for
meals and lunches. File "bills", provide receipts as
required and "charge" coffee shop service to the
customer's hotel bill when required. Duties require
the operation of a cash register. Some additional
confections such as tobaccos, candy and newspapers
are sold by the cashier. Several credit cards are
honoured by the hotel and the cashier handles charges
on these cards.

Salary: $110.00 per week.

Benefits: Permanent employment.

Hours:

Company:

7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., 5 days per week with rotating
days off requiring the cashier to work 2 weekends per
month.

It is a locally owned motor-hotel. The coffee shop
is large with peak loads at breakfast time from 7:00.
a. . to 9:00 a.m. and at lunch time from noon to
2:00 p.m.

Other Info: The job is open because the present cashier is moving
away from the community.
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Preparing for the Interview

Using the job you have selected, make a list of up to 10 expectations

that an employer might reasonably expect an applicant to meet at a job

interview.

3.

5.

6.

8.

9.

10.
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UNIT 1: INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES

Exercise 1 Job Interviews

You will often meet a new employer for the first time in a job

interview situation. He will gain his first impression of you in your

conversation during the interview. How you prepare for and handle your-

self in the interview are very important.

In this exercise you will hear an audiotape of three job interviews.

After you have listened to the tape, discuss each applicant's performance

with the instructor and the rest of the class. Try to answer the follow-

ing questions about eac-ii applicant:

Interview #1: Applicant Charlie Read

What do you think about this applicant?

1. Was Charlie prepared for the interview?

2. Did he answer the questions directly without avoiding the topic?

3. Did he ask questions to find out about the job?

4. Would you hire Charlie Read? Why?

Interview #2: Applicant Wally Harrison

1. Was Wally prepared for the interview?

2. Did he answer the questions directly without avoiding the topic?

3. Did he ask questions to find out about the job?

4. Would you hire Wally Harrison? Why?

Interview #3: Applicant Bonnar Smith

1. Was Bonner prepared for the interview?
2. Did he answer the questions directly without avoiding the topic?

3. Did he ask questions to find out about the job?

4. Would you hire Bonner Smith? Why?
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Exercise 2 Ti s for a Successful Job Interview

Here are some tips to follow in preparing for and handling job inter-
views. Read through them. Your instructor will discuss them with you.

1. Nhxdo we have job interviews?

The purpose of a job interview is to give the interviewer and
the applicant an opportunity to learn something about each other,
to allow each to assess the possibilities of the applicant filling
the job opening, and to determine their mutual advantage to each
other. The employer will have established goals for his business,
in the same way as the applicant has personal goals for his life
and occupation. Each party in the interview weighs his impression
of the other against the criteria he has established to meet his
goals. Each should know in advance what his criteria are and have
a working knowledge of the other's requirements.

2. What is expected in a job interview?

The employer expects an applicant to h6ld all or most of the
qualifications required by the position or stated in the job
description. He also expects an 4ndication that the applicant
will be a reliable, conscientious employee.

The applicant expects to learn about the working conditions to
be assured of a reasonable wage, and to establish the employer
expectations as to working hours, pay, and general working
atmosphere. Generally, he seeks assurance that he will have the
opportunity to use his skills and knowledge to the advantage of
himself and his employer.

Each seeks to make a favourable impression on the other.

Who will be at the interview?

In most businesses only two people will be present, the employer
and applicant. Some large companies and government agencies,
however, have a board or panel of interviewers, who jointly in-
terview candidates and make a decision as to the successful one.

4. When and where will the interview be held?

When making an appointment for an interview, the applicant
should find out and write down the following information:

a. Where the interview will be held.

b. What time he is expected to arrive at the place for
the interview.

c. Who his appointment is with.
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If the interview is arranged by mail, this will be in the

letter requesting the interview.

The applicant should be careful to arrive at the proper
place comfortably ahead of the arranged time and present
himself to the receptionist to confirm his appointment.

What should the applicant know?

a. The applicant should. be able to give, without hesitation,

personal information about himself, including training

and education, name of training institution and where it

is located, and a brief history of his work experience,
including time on the job (in years) and names of super-

visors.

b. He should be able to discuss the job he is applying for

in a knowledgeable manner.

c. He should know general information about the business

and its product.

d. He should be ready to answer questions about why he is

interested in this particular job or company or about

his own personal interests and attitudes. The inter-

viewer may even say, "Tell me about yourself.".

6. What should the applicant do?

a. He should present himself in a poised, confident and polite

manner, keeping in mind the attending behaviours which help

project this image.

He should follow the interviewer's conversation and answer

his questions honestly, giving complete answers yet not

over-answering with unnecessary details.

c. He should ask any question which will give him additional

information that he needs. These questions should be near

the end of the interview and cover any information not

previously discussed or not made clear, such as:

(i working conditions;
(ii hours of work;
(iii wages and pay periods;

(iv other questions about working conditions.

7. How should the applicant be dressed?

The applicant is looking for a job and not going out for the

evening. His 'dress' should reflect good taste in the business

society in which he is seeking employment. He should be clean,
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neat and well-groomed. Good grooming includes:

a. hair combed neatly;

b. men shaved, and women with appropriate make-up;

c. shoes shined;

d. accessories in keeping with dress.

These tips will help the applicant present himself in a manner which
will leave the interviewer with a favourable impression of him as a person
and of his qualifications for the job.

Exercise 3 Filmed Interview

In this exercise you will look again at the film, "Listening Techniques",
from Topic II. This time you should check the job applicants in the film
to see if'they are following the tips you have just read and discussed in
Exercise 2. Here is a check list of questions which will help you to know
what to look for in the film and to discuss it with the class afterwards.

1. Is the applicant prepared for the interview?

2. Is the applicant involved in the interview and paying
attention to the statements and questions?

3. Is the applicant relaxed?

4. Is the applicant making a good impression?

5. Does the applicant answer the interviewer's questions well?

6. Does the applicant ask questions to get information?

7. Does the applicant talk enough? too much?

8. Does he use good attending behaviours?

9. is the applicant dressed and groomed properly?
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UNIT 2: INTERVIEWING PRACTICE

Exercise 1 Role-Playing Job Interviews

In this exercise you will work in groups of three or four. In each

group one person will take the part of the applicant, one will be the

interviewer, and the other or others will be observers. You should take

turns until all in the group have acted in each role.

In every role-played interview, the student acting as the applicant

will give the interviewer the list of criteria he developed in Topic V

for the occupation he wishes to enter. He should also state the job he

is applying for. The interviewer will use the criteria and details about

the job to question the applicant and to judge his aptitudes and qualifi-

cations for the particular job.

After each interview the observer or observers should make comments

on the interview, based on Tips for Successful Job Interviews from Exercise

2 of Unit 1. The whole group can then discuss the techniques used in the

interview, and make suggestions as to how the interview could have been

improved.

Exercise 2 Simulated Job Interviews

Your instructor will arrange for each student to practise a simulated

interview with some person outside the classroom. It could be a local

employer, a CMC counsellor, a representative from a commercial. employment

agency, or another staff member (not your instructor) from your own insti-

tution.

The job for which you are applying should be a specific job which you

have selected because of your interests and qualifications. The interviewer

will need to be told what job you are applying for.

This should be considered as a serious interview. You ought to appear

on time, appropriately dressed and prepared to make a good first impression.

After the interview you should share your experience with the rest of the

class as a final way for each student to improve his skills.

Exercise 3 Interviews for Actual Jobs (Optional)

If you do not expect to take further training immediately and you are

ready to start work, you should try to get an interview fot^ a real job.

Your instructor or your local Canada Manpower Centre will assist you to

arrange the interview, if a suitable job is available, as soon as the course

is completed.


